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ABSTRACT 

h assessment of lynx (Felis [ynr) habitat availability and population viability 

was performed for Riding Mountain National Park (RMNP), Manitoba, Canada fiom 

1997 to 1999. The purpose of this study was to demonstrate and ve* a methodology for 

estimating the viability of lynx as a part of the ecological assessment of RMNP. 

Verification of a lynx Habitat Suitability Index @SI) model was perfomied for 

RMNP. Site specific lynx home-range-level attributes were obtained for three 

components of lynx habitat; foraging, denning, and interspersion, and a home-range-level 

habitat rnap was generated for RMNP. Snow-tracking was used as a practical means of 

veriQing the HSI model. When using HSI rnodel output at a fme resolution (maps of HSI 

classes in incrernents of 0.10) lynx tracks occurred less than expected in the lowest HSI 

class (G = 30.974, df = 8, p = 0.05) and all other HSI classes were used as expected. 

When a coarser HSI resolution was used @SI's mapped to classes of O.3O), lynx tracks 

occurred less than expected in the lowest HSI class (G = 1 1.402, df = 2, p = 0.05) and the 

highest HSI class was used more than expected @ = 0.20). A number of factors including 

observer bias, poor tracking conditions, and tracking time fkne may have influenced 

these results. 

Lynx forage habitat availability appeared to be the limiting factor on lynx viability 

in RMNP based on home-range-level foraging, denning, and interspersion habitat maps. 

Habitat manipulations are recommended to increase the quality and quantity of lynx 

forage-type habitat in RMNP through means such as prescribed bums. 

Population viability for lynx was assessed for RMNP using a modelling 

framework. This fiamework was used to develop a rnap of viable, marginal, and non- 

viable home ranges and to index the number of lynx in RMNP. Based on current habitat, 

RMNP is estimated to support 427 lynx home ranges whereby 170 are viable, 255 are 

marginal, and 2 are non-viable. A viable home range is believed to consistently 

contribute to population viability (A. >1) even when resources becorne limiting. Snow- 

tracking data showed that groups of lynx tracks were in closer proximity to viable home 

ranges than solitary lynx tracks (U = 717, n (group of lynx) = 28 and n (single lynx) = 79, 

August 1999 i Marc). Nylen-Ncmctchek 
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p = 0.005). Assuming that groups of lynx during mid-winter represented family groups, it 

appeared that the viability mode1 predicted areas that favoured lynx productivity and 

survival in RMNP. 

Historical lynx data, habitat alteration caused by human intervention, and 

vegetation successional trajectories were also examined and their reIevance to lynx 

viability was discussed. This information will aid Park managers in understanding the 

population viability goals for RMNP lynx in the future. 
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1 

STUDY OVERVIEW 

INTRODUCTION 

In Canadian National Parks the "maintenance of ecological integrity through the 

protection of natural resources shall be the fist priority" (National Parks Act 1989). 

Thus, the concept of ecological ùitegrity, though difficult to define, has been instilled into 

Canadian National Park management by legislation. Although there have been 

innumerable attempts to define the concept of ecological integrity, Woodley's (1 993) 

definition will form the basis for this study: 

"Ecological integriîy is defined as a state of ecosystem developrnent 
that is optimized for ifs geographic location For parkr andprotected 
areas this optimal state has been refrred to by such terms as natural, 
naturally evolving, pristine and untouched It implies that ecosystern 
structures and functions m e  unimpaired by human-caused stresses, that 
native species are present at viable population levels and, within 
successional limits, that the system is likely to persist. Ecosystems with 
integrity do not exhibit the trends associated with stressed ecosystems. 
Park andprotected areas are part of larger ecosystems and 
determinations of integrity Nt national parks m a  consider these larger 
eco~ystems. If 

To help address the requirement of maintainhg ecological integrity, Canada's 

federal parks are developing an ecosystem-based approach to management (Department 

of Canadian Heritage 1994, Riding Mountain National Park Round Table 1996). Riding 

Mountain National Park (RMNP), therefore, developed an Ecosystem Conservation Plan 

(Ecosystem Conservation Pian Team 1997). The Ecosystem Conservation Plan 

compliments Canadian park policy in stating that management decisions must be based 

upon research and science (Depârtment of Canadian Heritage 1994). The purpose of the 

Ecosystem Conservation Plan is to "protect, restore and rnonitor .. .naturd heritage within 

the Park to ensure ecological integrity " (Ecosy stem Conservation Plan Team 1 997). The 



plan set objectives for ecosystern management and protection which included establishing 

and implementing species inventories and monitoring programs (Ecosystem Conservation 

Plan Team 1997). Riding Mountain National Park must also be managed in a context 

that is broader than its political boudaries (Eüding Mountain National Park Round Table 

1996). Since ecosystems do not abruptly cease at the Park's jurisdictiond boundaries, 

information sharing, cooperation, and partnerships with other individuals and 

organizations are vital to effective ecosystem management (Hader et al. 1996). 

The identification and monitoring of ecological integrity is a primary goal of the 

Ecosystem Conservation Plan (Ecosystem Conservation Plan Team 1997). Ecological 

integrity may be analyzed in a variety of ways, including consideration of habitat 

potential and species viability (Woodley 1993). Lynx (Felis lynx) were chosen as one 

species to help identifjr aqd monitor ecological integrity of RMNP for a variety of 

reasons. They are indigenous to the area, they require a diversity of forest successional 

stages for various parts of their life cycle (Koehler and Aubry 1994), and they are a top- 

level carnivore that closely associates with the snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus) cycle 

thus, lynx viability exhibits a strong link to the integrity of the food web. 

STUDY AREA 

Riding Mountain National Park - Historical Setting 

Approximately 12,000 years ago, glaciers began retreating from the southwestem 

regions of Manitoba, including the RMNP area (Pettipas 1970, Colwill and Jamieson 

1972, Buchner et al. 1983, Ecosystem Conservation Plan Team 1997). Twelve thousand 

to 1 0,000 years ago, RMNP was colonized by white spruce (Picea glazrca) forest 

(Ecosystem Conservation Plan Team 1997). Ten thousand to 3,000 years ago, there was a 

grassland expansion (Colwill and Jamieson 1972, Buchner et al. 1983) and roughly 2,500 

to 3,000 years ago to present, the RMNP area has been aspen (Populus tremuloides) 

parkland and mixed conifer and deciduous forest ecosystems, essentially becoming a 

boreal region (Reeves 1970, Colwill and Jamieson 1972). 

A long human history has influenced the development of RMNP's ecosystem 

(Ecosystem Conservation Plan Team 1997). Aboriginal people have inhabited the RMNP 
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area for 6000 years or more (Buchner et al. 1983, Riding Mountain National Park Round 

Table 1996). Hunting, gathering, and burning were practiced by the aboriginal people 

@cosystem Conservation Plan Team 1997). Assiniboine and Cree people were involved 

in the fur trade in the RMNP area since the 1600's. The earliest Europeans arrived in the 

rnid- 1 8 th century (Ecosystem Conservation Plan Team 1997). During this time, several 

species of wildlife were exploited. For example, bison (Bison bison) were completely 

extirpated from the region by 1880 (Ecosystem conservation Plan Team 1997). 

The period of greatest European expansion occurred in the 1880's by which time 

the agicultural lands had been surveyed into townships by the Dominions Land Act 

(Warkentin 1967, Colwill and Jarnieson 1972, Jarnieson 1974). Timber harvesting was 

extensive in the RMNP area "to the extent that no undisturbed stands remain" (Ecosystem 

Conservation Plan Team 1997). The Riding Mountain Forest Reserve was established in 

1895 to protect the timber resources. At this t h e ,  some timber harvesting continued 

within the reserve boundaries, dong with reforestation, haying, and grazing. These 

activities continued until about 1970 (Ecosystem Consemation Plan Team 1997). 

The RMNP area was formally established as a national park in 1930, and opened 

officially in 1933. At present, the town of Wasagaming has become a tourist resort, and a 

network of trails and campsites are scattered throughout the Park. The area surrounding 

the Park has almost exclusively been tumed into agricultural land. The Ecosystem 

Conservation Plan Team (1997) stated that this long human history has "significantly 

iduenced the development of the Riding Moutain's regiond ecosystem as it exists 

today ." 

Riding Mountain National Park - Present Situation 

Riding Mountah National Park (Figure 1.1) currently encompasses 297,600 ha in 

western Manitoba and is the meeting point of three varied landscapes including the 

Manitoba Lowlands, the Saskatchewan Plain, and the Manitoba Escarpment (Riding 

Mountain National Park Round Table 1 996). These landscapes support grasslands, 

aspen-oak (Quercus spp.) forest, and mùted-wood forest Life zones @idhg Mountain 

National Park Round Table 1996). The Park exists as an island of wilderness almost 
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completely surrounded by agricdtural land (Figure 1 -2). 

Riding Mountain National Park characterizes a portion of the Boreal Forest 

Region (Rowe 1972). It is dso the site of an overlap of three major vegetation 

communi ties hcluding boreal mixed-woo d forest, prairie grassland, and forest-prairie 

transition (Wang 1995). As such, the Park h a  a diverse biota. 

The vegetation has been classified using a variety of methods (Bailey 1968, Rowe 

1972, Park Resource Management Team 1979, Wang 1995). Rowe (1972) described the 

majonty of the Park as the Mucedwood Section of the Boreal forest region, although a 

small section in the southwestern area of RMNP is categorized as the Aspen-Oak Section. 

Grasses and forbes dominate the vegetation cover on areas interspersed throughout the 

Park, mainly in the western regions. Trembling aspen, balsam poplar (Populus 

balsamifra), white birch (Betula papyrifera), white spruce, and balsam fir (Abies 

balsameu) characterize the Mixedwood Section (Wang 1995) and occupy imperfectly to 

well-drained areas. In drier areas, jackpine (Pinur banhiana) and black spruce (Picea 

mariana) predominate, and black spruce and tamarack (Larix laricina) c harac tenze the 

poorly drained and wetland areas. On the edge of the Manitoba Escarpment, the Aspen- 

Oak Section is mainly charactenzed by balsam poplar in the moister areas, and bur oak 

(Q. macrocarpa) tends to be found dong nvers, in areas with shailow dry soils, or on 

south or west-facing slopes. Alluvial soils are populated by white elm (Ulmnus 

amer icana) , green as h (Fraxinus pennsyZvanica) and Manitoba maple (Acer negundo). 

Lynx in Riding Mountain National Park 

Lynx range maps for North America (Hall and Kelson 1959, Burt and 

Grossenheider 1980) include RMNP, however the status of the lynx population in RMNP 

has been uncertain (Carbyn and Patriquin 1983). General lynx population trends of 

Manitoba can be approximated using reports fkom the Hudson Bay Fur Company since 

1735 (Elton and Nicholson 1942). However, data on the current lynx population of 

RMNP are mavailable. Area-specific records fÏom Green (1 932) suggested that lynx 

were absent in the Park fiom the early 1900's. In fact, Green (1 932) claimed that lynx 

were extinct fiom RMNP for two decades prior to his report. Also, Soper (1953) 



Figure 1.2 A classified Landsat image of Riding Mountain National Park, Manitoba (1 993). 
Source: Prairie Fam Rehabilitation Administration (PRFA) and Manitoba Remote Sensing. 



- 

conducted a study in the 1940's and found limited evidence of lynx. Soper (1953) 

suggested that ody a few individuals sporadically migrated into the Park. Observers 

reported seeing lynx on several occasions in the early- to mid-1970's (Carbyn and 

Patriquin 1983) and warden accounts of lynx during this same time penod suggested that 

lynx were sporadically distributed acro ss the Park. Manitoba lynx harvest infurmation 

also provides some information on lynx population trends (Manitoba Department of 

Natural Resources ad.) (Figure 2.3)- 

Carbyn and Patriquin (1983) captured five lynx and radio-collared three in RMNP 

during the 1970's. Since then, no formal data have been collected. At present, range 

maps include RMNP as put of the Lynx's distribution. Currently, there are reports of 

sightings on a regular basis fiom Park staff, residents, and tourists. The current 

management plan for RMNP (Riding Mountain National Park Round Table 1996) 

includes the lynx as a carnivore present within RMNP. Carbyn and Patriquin (1983) 

questioned the Park's ability to maintah a stable lynx population under a combination of 

high trapping pressure and low hare densities. The authors concluded that reinvasion 

from lynx outside RMNP may be essential for maintaining a resident population when 

such conditions exist. 

GAPS IN TEfE LITERATURE 

A lirnited number of lynx studies have occurred in regions comparable to RMNP, 

however, none have specifically addressed lynx habitat (Elton and Nicholson 1942, Mech 

1973, Koonz 1976, Mech 1977, Mech 1980, CarbynandPatriquin 1983). Habitat-based 

studies have been performed in other geographic locations and some of that information 

was used to develop the lynx habitat mode1 used in this study (Koehler 1990, Murray et 

al. 1994, Poole et al. 1996). This habitat-based lynx study will provide lynx habitat use 

and population viability information relative to the prairie region of Canada. 

Lynx information specinc to RMNP is limited to Carbyn's and Patriquin's (1983) 

study and some infornial tracking information. There were studies conducted on 

snowshoe hare ecology fiom 1977 to 1982 (Leonard 1980, Pol1 1981, Ristau and 

Bergeson n.d., Bergeson 1982) and in 1987-88 (Bergeson 1988). Since hare are the 
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Year 

Figure 1.3 Manitoba lynx harvest data fmm 1919 to 1997 
(data fmm Manitoba Depaitment of Natural Resources ad). 
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primary food source of lynx, information fiom the hare study was relevant to this study. 

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 

The managers of RMNP are mandated to consider ecoiogical integrity in their 

resource management plans. Part of the definition of ecological integrity includes 

consideration of species viability (Woodley 1993). The purpose of this study was to 

contribute information about lynx habitat availability and population viability in RMNP 

and use the information as a component of RMNPts ecological assessment. Objectives of 

this study were: 

1) to verifjr Roloff s (1998) lynx Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) modelling 

framework for RMNP; 

2) to apply and evaluate the habitat-based population viability approach of Roloff 

and Haufler (1997); and 

3) to develop a process for land managers to evaIuate and monitor lynx population 

nurnbers to assist in their evaluation of ecological integrity. 

PR4CTICUM STRUCTURIZ 

The practicum is presented in five chapters. Chapter two consists of a literature 

review of lynx ecology. Chapters three and four are written as journal articles related to 

objectives one and two respectively, to be submitted for publication after practicum 

completion. Chapter five is the summary, conclusions, and recommendations for lynx 

management to RMNP that address objective three. 



C W T E R  2 

LYNX ECOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

In North Arnerica, lynx occur predorninantly in the boreal forests of Canada and 

Alaska, however their range extends southward into the western rnountains of the United 

States (Koehler and Aubry 1994). Lynx distribution, therefore, includes RMNP where 

they are the most common resident felid species. The prehistoric range of lynx appears to 

be generally intact (Quinn and Parker 1987) with the exception of some southern portions 

of their range (e.g., the southern Rocky Mountains of Colorado; Seidel et al. 1998). 

Riding Mountain National Park contains varied landscapes including the 

Manitoba Lowlands, Saskatchewan Plain, and the Manitoba Escarpment (Riding 

Mountain National Park Round Table 1996). The Park has been divided into three life 

zones including grasslands, aspen-oak, and mixed-wood ecosystems (Rtding Mountain 

National Park Round Table 1996). In addition to these varied features, the Park is 

surrounded by a "sea of farmland" (Figure 1.2). Al1 these factors influence lynx numbers 

by providing various types and combinations of habitat. Natural processes and events and 

human alteration of the landscape within and surroundhg the Park also impact lynx 

numbers. A requisite for assessing the effects of these impacts on lynx is better 

documentation of the habitat requirements of lynx and their primary prey, the snowshoe 

hare (Elton and Nicholson 1942, Seton 1953, Keith 1963, Nellis et al. 1972). 

GENERAL HABITAT REQUIREMENTS 

Lynx distribution is tied prima~3y to the boreal forest (KoehIer and Aubry 1994), 

however, their habitat can be extremely varied. Lynx have been observed in vegetation 

cover types conçisting of white spruce, black spruce, paper birch, willow (Salir çpp.), 

trembling aspen, poplar, balsam fu, jackpine, Engelmann spruce (P. engelmannii), 



subalpine fir (A. Zasiocmpa), and lodgepole pine (P. contorta) (Koehler and Aubry 1994). 

Similar habitat charactenstics in each of these cover types include low topographie relief, 

continuous forest cover, and a mosaic of forest ages and types (Koehler and Aubry 1994). 

Lynx require a variety of vegetation conditions to survive and reproduce 

successfully, both at the individual and population levels. Forest types that support high 

prey numbers are required for foraging. Mature forests or forests with certain structural 

components, such as  deadfdls, are essential for denning and kitten cover. Open, Iow- 

stocked forests rnay serve as travel cover. The latter habitat is not essential for lynx 

survival, however, travel cover c m  function to close gaps between foraging and denning 

habitats (Koehler and Aubry 1994). Lynx habitat requirements thus focus on three 

features; foraging, denning, and interspersion (Koehler and Aubry 1994). An assessrnent 

of lynx habitat for a particular area should focus on the guality and quantity of these 

factors. 

Foraging 

The approxirnate ten-year population cycle of lynx is almost certainly driven by 

the corresponding population cycles of snowshoe hare (Keith 1963). Lynx and hare 

population cyclhg occurs in RMNP (Pol1 1981) with a peak occurring during the tirne of 

this study. Harvest records are assumed to coincide with the lynx population cycle. 

Harvest information for Manitoba is available (Manitoba Department of Natural 

Resources n.d) (Figure 1.3). These peaks average approximately three years (Elton and 

Nicholson 1942). 

Lynx tend to select habitat where hares are most abundant (Koehler 1990) and 

early successional forests typically provide good hare habitat (Koehler and Aubry 1994). 

Snowshoe hare habitat is quite varied but a brushy understory, both deciduous or 

coniferous, that provides both winter food and cover is essential (Keith et al. 1984). 

Preferred winter food for hare consists of the small branches, twigs and stems of woody 

shrubs and saplings (Keith et al. 1984). Palatability is also a consideration and according 

to pellet analysis, unpalatable species known in RMNP include common snowberry 

(Symphoricarpos albus), Canada buffaloberry, (Shepherdia canadensis), common 
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Labrador tea (Ledum groenlandicum), twining honeysuckle (Lonicera dioica), and 

cranbers. (Vibumum spp.) (Leonard 1980). Leonard (1 980) found that the most common 

forage species used by hares in a portion of RMNP were rose (Rosa spp.), aspen, willow, 

and aider (Alnus ruguosa). Although the predominant shmb species in RMNP is beaked 

hazelnut (Coqdus cornuta), it did not constitute a significant portion of the hare diet. 

In Washington, Koehler (1 990) found that hare numbers were greater in 20 year- 

old stands of lodgepole pine (four to five times greater) than in older stands (43 to 82 

years old). The 20 year-old stands had an average density of trees and shrubs (less than 

2.5 cm diameter at breast height [dbh]) of 15,840 stemsha The stem density likely 

provided snowshoe hare with forage, escape, and thermal protection (Litvaitis et. d. 

1985). Koehler (1990) also noted that the 20 year-old stands provided the greatest 

amount of brome for hares throughout the winter. Other studies have indicated that 

preferred hare habitat consists of 22,027 stemska in Alaska (Wolff 1980) and >16,000 

softwood stemsha in Maine (Litvaitis et al. 1985). 

Another factor to consider in descnbing hare habitat is woody stem height 

(Koehier and Aubry 1994). This factor is especially important in winer since snow 

depths in boreal forests are typically greater than 1 meter (Koehler and Aubry 1994). 

Koehler and Aubry (1994) summarized studies fiom Minnesota (Pietz and Tester 1983), 

Nova Scotia (Parker et al. l983), the Rocky Mountains (Dolbeer and Clark 1975, Wolfe 

et al. 1982) and central Wisconsin (Sievert and Keith 1985) and surmised that vegetation 

heights of approximately 1-3 meters were required for optimal hare foraging, depending 

on location of the study. Snow records fiom RMNP show annual snow accumulation of 

approximately one meter (Trottier et al. 1983, McGin. and Rousseau 1995, 1996, 1997). 

Lynx will opportunistically prey on species other than snowshoe hare (Koehler 

and Aubry 1994). For example, a study conducted by Poole (1 994) in the Northwest 

Temtones found that gallinaceous birds and red squirrels (Tamiasciums hudsonicus) 

were used as prey by lynx (Brand et al. 1976, Koehler 1990). Other studies have found 

lynx preying on d e d  grouse (Bonma umbellus) (Brand et al. 1976), squirrels (Nellis and 

Keith 1968, Brand et al. 1 W6), various birds (Nellis and Keith 1968, Nellis et al. 1972, 

Brand et al. 1976), and occasionally ungulates @ergenid 1971). Mice (Peromyscus spp.) 
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(Koehler 1990, McCord and Cardoza 1982, Nellis et al. 1972) and ptamiigan (Lagopus 

spp.) have been added to this List by McCord and Cardoza (1982) who suggested that lynx 

tend to prey on these species, particularly during the sumrner. Brand et al. (1976) also 

Listed carrion as an aiternate food source, however, carrion appeared as a prey item only 

when hare densities were low. Early records by Sheldon [reported in Elton and 

Nicholson (1942)l noted that during a hare !ow al1 the lynx that they exarnined were 

starving and thzt "the only fat lynx seen that winter was an old female whose stomach 

was filled with mice and one ground squirrel - an exceptional event." Koehler and Aubry 

(1994) suggested that since most alternative prey species are typically smaller than hares, 

the shift to altemate prey sources during a hare decline may still result in an energy deficit 

for lynx- 

Denning 

Lirnited information exists about suitable denning habitat for lynx, however the 

information available provides varied results (e.g. denning occurs in hollow tïees, stumps, 

or logs, in fdlen logs or tangled spruce roots, and in almost any type of vegetation 

provided that there is adequate cover), as surnrnarized by the Washington Department of 

Natural Resources (1 996). Koehler and Aubry (1 994) generalized these characteristics as 

dense, mature forested stands with fdlen trees or uptumed stumps. The physical structure 

of vegetation seems especially important to denning habitat quality. Roloff (1998) 

descnbed a suitable denning site as consisting of inter-tangled, woody matenal that 

provided interstitial spaces under a vegetation canopy. Koehler's (1990) study in north- 

central Washington found that denning sites occurred in areas of mature e250 years old) 

forests. All d e h g  sites recorded in Koehler's (1 990) study were on north-northeast 

aspects and had an average of 40 downfall logs per 50 meters. The kittens used the logs 

as escape cover. In addition, important factors for denning sites include minimal human 

disturbance, foraghg areas in close proximity , and stands that are a minimum of 1 ha in 

size @oloff 1998). Travel corridors between deMing sites and foraging areas are 

important Iandscape considerations (Koehler and Brittell 1 99 0). 
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Interspersion 

Another lynx habitat feature is travel cover (termed interspersion) that permits 

lynx to move between resource patches. Lynx require cover for security and stalkulg 

prey. Coniferous or deciduous vegetation >2 meters in height with a closed canopy tend 

to be suitable travel cover (Brittell et al. 1989). Lynx have been observed crossing 

sparsely vegetated openings 2 1  00 meters in width, however, they avoided hunting in 

those areas (Koehler 1990). Large open areas tend to discourage travel thereby disrupting 

natural movement patterns (Koehler and Aubry 1994). In RMNP, lynx tracks were often 

observed dong the forested edge of &ozen lakes rather than traversing straight across. 

LYNX HABITAT l[N RIDING MOUNTAIN NATIONAL P A X  

Preferred lynx habitat includes a diverse forest environment and a mosaic of 

successional stages that offer habitat in both winter and summer seasons (Parker et al. 

1983). Lynx range corresponds to the extent of suitable forests. Quinn and Thompson 

(1987) stated that lynx carrying capacity in a boreal mixed wood forest (diverse and 

mixed vegetation occupying varying topography and soils) may by relatively high when 

compared to a true boreal forest (rnonotypic coniferous vegetation occupying flat plains). 

Additionally, boreal mixed wood forest that is heterogeneous and disturbed by logging or 

bumuig is probably better lynx habitat than true boreal forests (Quinn and Thompson 

1987). 

Boreal forest vegetation diversity is dependant upon fie-that reinitiates plant 

succession at intervals that creates a successional mosaic (Heinselrnan 1973, Fox 1978). 

It has been hypothesized that fire and plant succession primady, though not exclusively, 

drive the hare cycle (Grange 1949, 1965). Generally, post-fire successional habitats 

provide optimal foods for hare. In the boreal forest, post-fne succession includes an 

increase in plant biomass and productivity of such species as jackpine or deciduous 

shmbs and trees such as birch, willows, and aspen (Grange 1949,1965 Heinsehan 1973, 

Fox 1978). In this region, these species constitute preferred hare food, where preferred 

suggests an increased n&tional value (Fox 1978). As a result of post-fïre succession, an 

increase in hare habitat quality may increase the carrying capacity for hares in that xea, 
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thus increasing the hare population (Fox 1978). Since hares are the lynx's p r i m q  food 

source, fluctuations in the hare population may cause fluctuations in lynx populations 

(Nellis et al. 1972). Fox (1978) also referred to numerous case studies where the 

vegetation structure resulting from logging corresponded to an increase in wildlife species 

that preferred successional browse. Koehler (1990) sirnilady noted that early 

successional forests are beneficial to snowshoe hares. If snowshoe hare numbers remain 

stable in these areas, then lynx reproductive rates may remain relatively stable (Koehler 

1990). Therefore, according to Fox (1 978) there is a reasonable coincidence between the 

population fluctuations of the lynx cycle and that of forest and brush fires. 

Murray et al. (1994) conducted a three-year study in southwestem Yukon which 

included cover m e s  of boreal forests (primarily white spruce), deciduous forests (aspen 

species.), willows, and non-forested areas. In these areas, use of cover types by lynx was 

not proportional to availability. Lynx selected areas of very closed spruce (>76% canopy 

cover) in one year, avoided open cover types in two years, and avoided willow cover 

types in al1 years (Murray et al. 1994). The most heavily used cover type in al1 years 

(35-43% of the time) was open spruce (26-50% canopy cover). 

Lynx habitat information specific to RMNP, or to Manitoba, is lacking. 

Throughout Carbyn and Patriquin's (1 983) shidy, lynx were reported in the eastem 

portion of the Park which is characterized by the Manitoba Escarpment and also the site 

of a large forest fire that occurred in 1980 (Caners and Kenkel 1998). Carbyn and 

Patriquin (1 983) also reported that wardens saw lynx on the western portion of the Park 

which is characterized by forests with interspersed grasslands. 

LYNX HOME RANGE 

Carbyn and Patriquin (1983) estirnated that home range sizes for three collared 

lynx in RMNP were 1 56 km2 (1 5,600 ha) (average) for two females and 22 1 km2 (22,100 

ha) for one male. Mech (1980) reported an exception whereby male home range sizes in 

Minnesota were 145-243 lud (14,500-24,300 ha), however, the home range sizes for 

RMNP lynx were higher than most others reported in the literature (Carbyn and Patriquin 

1983). Other studies have found a wide variation in lynx home range sizes with results 
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from 8-783 km2 (800-78,300 ha) (summarized in Koehler and Aubry 1994). Translocated 

lynx (such as in New York) have been documented as having even larger home ranges 

with a harmonic mean estimate of 1,760 km2 (176,000 ha) (Brocke et al. 1992). The 

average home range size, discounthg factors such as prey availability, has been estimated 

at approximately 16-20 km2 (1,600-2,000 ha) (Quinn and Parker 1987). 

Mech (1980), Koehler (1990), and Koehler and Aubry (1994) suggested that 

scarcity of prey may result in larger lynx home ranges. This type of situation appeared to 

occur in RMNP during the 1970's when female lynx homes range averaged 156 km2 

(15,600 ha2) and a male RMNP lynx home range was 221 k d  (22,100 ha) (Carbyn and 

Patriquin 1983). Poole (1994) also found food scarcity to be a factor in home range sizes. 

Poole (1994) noted that the smallest annual home range size occurred throughout the 

period of hare decline, and the largest home range size occurred during the second full 

year of hare scarcity. 

Loss or fiagrnentation of suitable habitat could also explain large home range 

sizes. Building on this theory, lack of suitable habitat for snowshoe hare may also be a 

significant factor. Marginal or suboptimal habitat may lead to lower hare nurnbers or 

more dispersed hare populations, hence obligating lynx to maintain larger home ranges to 

satisQ life requisites. 

STRESSES 

Harvesting 

In general, felids have a reduced reproductive capacity to quickly respond to a 

decline in prey population or to exploitation pressure (Eisenberg 1986). During a lynx 

population peak, when prey is abundant and kitten production is high, harvest regulations 

may be "liberal" (Quinn and Parker 1987), however, harvesting may have detrimental 

effects during times of prey scarcity when kitten survival is low (Carbyn and Patriquin 

1983, Parker et al. 1983, Bailey et al. 1986, Quinn and Parker 1987, Koehler and Aubry 

1994). Bailey et al. (1 986) recognized the need for large refugia fiom trapping during 

penods of low lynx recruitment. A~so, controlled hawesting should only be allowed 

during yeirs of high population recruitment (Parker et al. 1983, Bailey et al. 1986, Quinn 
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and Parker 1987). This stipulation is especially important in areas where habitat is 

limited and immigration is minimal (Parker et al. 1983). 

Harvest records usudly indicate a sex bias toward males (Beme 1973) possibly 

because of their greater mobility, Iarger home ranges (Koehler and Aubry 1994), and 

dispersal patterns (Koonz 1976). Occasionally, there is an even sex ratio (Brand and 

Keith 1979) and sometimes proportionately more females (Bailey et al. 1986). A study 

conducted in Manitoba (Koonz 1976) found that during a population peak, young lynx 

were most fiequently trapped. During these times, more males were trapped than 

females. As the overall population size decreased, females made up a higher proportion 

of the catch. Koonz (1976) speculated that this shift in proportion may be the result of 

more males being trapped in previous years thereby leaving an unequal distribution of 

females to males in the population. Other studies have suggested that when reproductive 

success is high, yearlings constitute a large portion of the harvest, especially during the 

early trapping season, declining thereafter (Quinn and Parker 1987). Young of the year 

do not seem to appear in the harvest until later winter when they leave the female (Quinn 

and Parker 1987)- 

Riding Mountain National Park's lynx population has been Milnerable to extemal, 

non-Park activities (Carbyn and Patriquin 1983). Carbyn and Patriquin (1983) found that 

lynx were vulnerable to trappers outside RMNP, and speculated îhat the Park may not be 

large enough to sustain a viable lynx population under certain types of trapping regimes. 

Each of the three radio-collared lynx in Carbyn and Patriquin's (1983) study were killed 

by trappers. The Park is Iimited to 2,976 km2 (297,600 ha), and is surrounded by 

agriculhual land, potentially making immigration difficult. In addition, Koehler (1990) 

indicated that marginal habitats may be especially vulnerable to exploitation. If lynx 

numbers are low and trapping pressure high, it is possible that the lynx population within 

the Park could become extirpated (Carbyn and Patriquin 1983). 

Poole (1 994) also provided a number of trapping management suggestions. 

Suggestions included that lynx trapping should be lessened or eliminated during a three- 

to-four year pend (Brand and Keith 1979) or even up to five y e m  (Bailey et al. 1986) 

when hares are scarce. This trapping regime may ensure that Lynx populations remain 



above a certain threshold to reestablish the population during the subsequent hare peak. 

In addition, having untrapped refuges Pai ley et al. 1986) that are large enough to 

maintain a sufficient number of Iynx seem important to replenish the population. It is not 

known how large these refuges need to be in order to sustain a viable iym population 

(Bailey et al. 1986). Carbyn and Patrïquh (1 983) and Bailey et al. (1 986) reported 

concerns that refuges several thousand km2 were of insufficient size to sustain a viable 

population. Carbyn and Patriquin (1 983) reported moderate to heavy trapping pressure 

around RMNP and Bailey et al. (1986) stated that trapping was "liberal" in the Kenai 

National Wildlife Refuge. Poole (1 994) suggested that where refuges are present, 

changes to the trapping regimes may be necessq  so that surviving lynx and new recruits 

may be protected thereby directing the harvest to nomadic and more vulnerable animals. 

Lynx kittens are dependant on the female during the first year of life. Hunting 

success as an adult is determlned by learned behavior within that fust year. Effects of 

early winter trapping of female lynx on  kitten survivd is unknown. So, in addition to 

yearly restrictions on lynx harvesting, the seasonal timing of the harvest may also be an 

important consideration (Carbyn and Patriquin 1983). 

Cornpetition 

Lynx and coyotes (Canis Zatrans) inhabit the boreal forest sympatrically (Murray 

et al. 1994). Each species is present within and around W. Both species have a 

similar size and mas ,  however, lynx feet are much larger (Murray and Boutin 199 1). 

Murray and Boutin's (1 99 1) study found that coyotes have a foot-load (ratio of body mass 

to foot area) 4.1-8.8 times higher than that of lynx resulting in coyotes having a greater 

sinking depth in snow. Lynx were found to use areas that had a greater snow depth than 

coyotes and as a result, competition between the two species appeared negligible (Murray 

and Boutin 199 1). 

Both coyotes and lynx prey on snowshoe hare (Murray and Boutin 199 1). 

However, Keith et al. (1977) found that lynx depended solely on hares at aU times in their 

study area, whereas coyotes only relied on hares when hares were abundant. In addition, 

felids and canids typically prefer difTerent hunting habitats (KIeiman and Eisenberg 
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1973), although in the northern latitudes, these areas seem to correspond to habitats 

occupied by snowshoe hues (Murray et al. 1994). Poole (1994) conducted a study in the 

Northwest Temtories and found that potential competitors of lynx also included the red 

fox (Vulpes vulpes), wolf (Canis lupur), black bear (Ursus americanus), wolverine (Gdo 

gzdo), and numerous raptor species. Such species, with the possible exception of the 

wolverine, also inhabit RMNP. Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that these same 

species also compete with lynx in M. 

Bobcats ( L m  mfi) are also a potential cornpetitor to lynx, although similar to 

coyotes, they probably occupy different niches than lynx in part due to their anatomical 

differences. Parker et al. (1983) found that lynx paws c m  suppoa twice the weight of 

bobcat paws in snow. Habitat alterations that favor a northem expansion of the bobcat 

range rnay prove detrimental for lynx (Koehler and Aubry 1994). At present, range maps 

do not include RMNP as inclusive of bobcat range, however, bobcat do range into 

southern Manitoba (Rolley 1987). 

Roadways 

Roads and trails potentially increase lynx Milnerability to hunters and trappers 

(Bailey et al. 1986) and increase the chances of vehicle and lynx collisions, harassment, 

and other human-lynx interactions (Washington Department of Wildlife 1993). Vehicle 

mortality does occasionally clairn lynx in RMNP (personal observation). Mortality may 

be high because lynx commody travel dong narrow roadways provided that adequate 

cover is available on either side of the road (Koehler and Brittell 1990). 
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VERIFICATION OF A LYNX (FELIS LYNX) 

HABITAT ASSESSMENT METHOD FOR 

RIDING MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK 

INTRODUCTION 
The geographic range of lynx is linked primarily to the distribution of the boreai 

forest region although their habitat is often varïed (Koehler and Aubry 1994) . General 

habitat structure can include species such as white spruce, black spmce, paper birch, 

willow, quaking aspen, poplar, balsam fi, and jackpine in Canada and the eastem United 

States. In the western United States, lynx often use stands of Engelmann spruce, 

subalpine fu, and lodgepole pine (Koehler and Aubry 1994). Some habitat characteristics 

are similar among these areas including low topographic relief, continuous forests, and a 

mosaic of forest successional stages (Koehler and Aubry 1994). Areas meeting these 

cnteria often support snowshoe hares; the lynx's main prey (Koehler and Aubry 1994). 

Habitat requirements for lynx can be categorized into three feahires; foraging, 

denning, and interspersion (Koehler and Aubry 1994). Vegetation conditions that support 

high prey numbers are required for foraging. Snowshoe hare habitat is quite varied but a 

brushy understory that provides both winter food and cover is essential (Keith et al. 

1984). Denning and kitten cover is often provided by forests with certain structural 

components, such as many deadfalls and a closed vegetation canopy. Roloff (1 998) 

described a suitable denning site as consisting of inter-tangled, woody material that 

provide interstitial spaces under a vegetation canopy. niese denning sites should also be 

subjected to minimal human disturbance, be in close proximity to foraging areas, and be a 

minimum of 1 ha in size (Roloff 1998). Vegetated conditions that do not provide forage 

or denning habitat may serve as travel cover for lynx. Coniferous or deciduous vegetation 

>2 meters in height wiîh a closed canopy offers suitable travel cover (Brittell et al. 1989). 
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Travel cover is not essential for lynx swvival, however, these areas often link foraging 

and denning habitats (Koehler and Aubry 1 994). RoloE (1 998) quantified the foraging, 

denning, and interspersion components of lynx habitat into a Habitat Suitabiiity Index 

@SI) modeI. The purpose of this study was to veri& the Roloff (1998) lynx HSI model 

as a habitat assessment tool for RMNP, Canada. 

STUDY AREA 
See Chapter 1. 

METHODS 

Lynx Habitat Suitability Index Mode1 

In Manitoba, lynx are classified as fur-bearing animals and are therefore subject to 

legal harvest (Manitoba Wildlife Act 1987). In RMNP, however, the National Parks Act 

(1989) restricts the hunting or possession of any wild animal or part thereof and thus, 

lynx receive full protection within the Park boundaries. Under these varied management 

regimes, the effects of land management decisions on lynx populations must be 

understood to ensure the persistence of this species. An understanding of these effects is 

especially critical in areas that provide sanctuary for lynx. 

Rolo ff (1 998) developed a lynx HSI model (Appendix A) to help managers 

evaluate the effects of land management activities on lynx. Roloffs (1998) HSI mode1 

uses the limiting factor approach whereby the most lunithg resource for an organism is 

assumed to have the greatest impact on the individual. Roloff (lW8), consistent with 

Koehler and Aubry (1994), portrayed the quality of three features of lynx habitat; 

foraging, denning, and interspersion. Part of the foraging component is a snowshoe hare 

sub-rnodel. The snowshoe hare sub-mode1 consists of two components; foraging and 

security (Roloff 1998). Mathematical computations of these components provide an 

overall index of hare habitat quality during winter. The winter period is considered to be 

the limiting seson on snowshoe hare fitness (Roloff 1998). The snowshoe hare index is 

calculated nom understory vegetation cover, browse abundance, and vegetation species 
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composition at various height strata 

Roloff s (1998) model was initially developed for application in the Internountain 

west region of the United States, but noted that the model h e w o r k  c m  be appiied 

elsewhere by calibrating the inputs and mode1 relationships to the biogeocIimatic 

conditions of the specified region. This type of model calibration was performed for 

RMNP. Differences between Roloff s (1998) Internountain model and the model 

calibrated for RMNP included an emphasis on 0-1 and 1-2 meter vegetation 

(corresponding to typical snow depths on RMNP), a reevaluation of palatable browse 

species for snowshoe hare, and a reduction in the average kee size for forested denning 

areas. Roloff s (1998) Intermountain mode1 used vegetation measurements fiom three 

height strata to calculate snowshoe hare forage and cover habitat quality indices. The 

model for RMNP uses the lower two height strata to index hare habitat quality because 

the Park rarely accumulates greater than 1 meter of snow (Trottier et al. 1983, McGinn 

and Rousseau 1995, 1996, 1997). Also, Roloff's (1 998) Intermountain palatable browse 

species list was calibrated to RMNP using Leonard's (1980) snowshoe hare study. 

Roloffs (1998) model defines potential deMing stands as having an average overstory 

tree size of 36 cm. Since forests on RMNP are generally of srnaller stature than 

Intermountain forests, a 25 cm diameter was used for this model attribute. 

Foraging 

Habitat suitability for snowshoe hares is related to foraging and security cover 

(Roloff 1998). Important components of hare habitat are charactenzed by Roloff (1998) 

using measures of dense woody vegetation, stem diameter of browse species, coniferous 

cover, habitat interspersion, and patch size. Winter hare habitat quality was estimated at 

the map-polygon and home-range-level using a mathematical combination of these 

components for RMNP. 

The snowshoe hare habitat assessrnent produced a GIS coverage in which each 

mapped polygon was assigned an HSI score. Subsequently, these polygons (or portions 

thereof) were combined into hare home ranges, the size of which depended on the quality 
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of the habitat as portrayed by the HSI score. In this study, two types of home ranges were 

delineated nom the snowshoe hare HSI map; viable and marginal. Viable snowshoe hare 

home ranges were delineated by establishing a threshold of 0.60 habitat quaiity and a 

habitat unit objective (where a habitat unit is the product of HSI score and area) of 5.0. A 

habitat unit objective of 5.0 indicates that a minimum of 5 ha of habitat at 1 .O0 quality are 

required for a fûnctional home range. As habitat quality decreases, more area is required. 

Snowshoe hare home range functionality thresholds were estimated by Roloff (1998) 

using the rnethodology of Roloff and H a d e r  (1997). Home ranges that satisfied the 

viability cntena were expected to consistently support and produce hares (Roloff and 

Haufler 1997). In other words, only snowshoe hare habitats that averaged B0.60 quality 

contributed towards a '%able" snowshoe hare home range. This home range delineation 

process resulted in a GIS coverage that contained ''viable" snowshoe hare home ranges. 

In identifying and delineating marginal home ranges, viable home ranges were 

removed fkom the total available habitat and the process was repeated with lower habitat 

thresholds. For the marginal home range iteration, a minimum quality rating of 0.25 with 

a habitat unit objective of 5.0 was used. Marginal hare home ranges are expected to 

support and produce hares during good resource years, but they are the first to disappear 

when resources become limiting (Roloff and Hauf'ler 1997). The output of the home 

range delineating process was a GIS coverage of viable and marginal snowshoe hare 

home ranges. This coverage was used as input for the lynx habitat model (Roloff 1998)- 

The lynx model based the forage potential score for lynx on the number of viable and 

marginal snowshoe hare home ranges that were contained in each lynx home range. 

Denning 

Roloff (1998) identified six aspects of lynx denning habitat that were used to 

evaluate denning habitat potentid for RMNP. These included vegetation cover type, site 

conditions, canopy closure, area of the vegetation type, juxtaposition and interspersion to 

forage cover, and the quantity and arrangement of downed woody debris. To index the 

denning potential of a 1- home range, Roloff (1998) identified a 3-phase process: " 1) 

identify vegetation types that provide vegetation stntchire and size deemed suitable for 
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denning, 2) iden te  vegetation types that are properly arranged within a home range area, 

and 3) identw vegetation types that provide suitable denning micro-sites." These 

phases use the six components of lynx denning habitat to evaluate a home-range-sized 

area for denning habitat quality. 

The phase 1 denning assessrnent for RMNP consisted of a surnmary and review of 

vegetation inventory and soils data. Due to a lack of site-specific Uiformation about 

denning habitat used by lynx in RMNP, Roloff s (1998) recomrnendations were used to 

i d e n t e  potential denning habitat- Map polygons that had an average tree diameter225 

cm, an average basal area 3 . 7 2  m2 /ha, suitable denning soil, and an overstory canopy 

cover >50% were identified as potential deMing areas for RMNP. Mapped polygons that 

satisfied these criteria were subsequently evaluated to determine which were a minimum 

of 2 ha in size. Map polygons that satisfied the Phase 1 denning critena outlined in 

RoloE (1 998) were subsequently evaluated for juxtaposition to forage. 

Phase 1 polygons were then evaluated to determine the polygons that had a 

minimum of 50% of their perimeter adjacent to lynx denning, foraging, or travel habitat 

(Roloff 1998). Additionally, 30% of the potential denning patch had to be within 0.8 km 

of suitable summer forage habitat (Roloff 1998). Suitable summer forage habitat 

consisted of vegetation providing at least >20% vertical cover in the O to 1 meter height 

strata (Roloff 1998). Map polygons that met these spatial cnteria satisfied the Phase 2 

denning requirements. Denning areas that met the Phase 2 criteria were subsequently 

evaluated for the suitability of site conditions. Site conditions included an assessrnent of 

micro-site characteristics required for denning (closed canopy, suitable soil conditions, 

downed woody debris). Denning areas that satisfied the micro-site evaluation were 

carried forward as  potential denning sites. Each lynx home range was scored for denning 

based on the number and distribution of these den sites (Roloff 1998). 

Inters persion 

Interspersion also plays an important role in lynx habitat quality. Roloff s (1 998) 

assurnptions that lynx will travel through most cover types and open areas cl00 meters in 

width were adopted and used in the RMNP analysis. Also, it is assumed that the number, 
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size, and spatial distribution of barriers to lynx movements influence habitat quality 

(Roloff 1998). Roloffs (1998) model uses two processes to calculate an interspersion 

HSI index. First, "non-lynx" cover is identified based on vegetation structure 

information. Second, the quantity and spatial distribution of "non-lynx" habitat is 

evaluated at the home-range-level. An interspersion index for a lynx home range is 

assigned based on the average distance a lynx can travel in a home range without 

encomtering a barrier to movement (Roloff 1998). 

Determination of the Lynx Home-Range-Level HSI 

The quality for each lynx habitat feature (Le., foraging, denning, and 

interspersion) was expressed as a home-range-level GIS grid. Following Roloff s (1 998) 

model, forage, denning, and interspersion habitat scores were combined into one lynx 

HSI value for a home-range-sized area The overall lynx habitat quality grid represented 

lynx HSI scores for a 250 ha area and was termed a habitat contour map (Roloff and 

Haufler 1997). The use of a 250 ha home range for lynx habitat assessments is discussed 

by Roloff and Haufler (1997) and has a relationship to estirnating the viability of the 

home range. The habitat contour map formed the basis for delineating viable and 

marginal lynx home ranges following the process previously discussed for snowshoe 

hares. The output Grom the home range delineation process was a map of viable and 

marginal lynx home ranges for the study area (Roloff and Haufler 1997). The 

implications of the viability map are discussed in Chapter 4 of this document. 

ClassiQing Ecological Units for Habitat Modelling 

The 297,600 ha Park was stratified into 52 classes based upon a combination of 

existing vegetation and soil delineations (Walker and Kenkel 1997, Lombard North 

Group Limited 1976). Since forage quality and vegetation species composition can be 

dependant upon soils, a combination of the vegetation and soils maps were used. These 

vegetation and soil combinations represented ecological land uni6 that formed the 

foundation of the land classifÏcation scheme used in this study. The initial combination 
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of soils and vegetation for RMNP yielded 322 different ecological land units. To narrow 

the focus of vegetation sarnpling, unique ecological land units extemal to RMNP (e.g. 

agriculture), water, and any ecological land unit that accounted for <50 ha of the Park 

were filtered out of the sarnple. 

The filtering process resulted in a stratification that covered 85% of RMNPts area 

(254,000 ha). Logistics prevented sarnpling each ecological unit, thus, the 20 most 

cornrnon classes (in terms of area) were sampled. An additional ecological land unit was 

also added to represent an area that bunied in 1980. The area consisted of regenerating 

jackpine. These 21 classes accounted for about 74% (220,980 ha) of the Park's total area. 

Ecological land units classified as water, agriculture, and grasslands were not sampled but 

are assurned to provide no suitable lynx or snowshoe hare habitat. These ecological land 

units accounted for 6% (16,850 ha) of the Park's area. The maximum mapping unit was 

5,763 ha (aspen parkland on sand-clay). The mean polygon size was 5 ha. 

The RMNP soils map (Lombard North Group Limited 1976) was in digital format 

and contained aîtributes that described geological material, Iandform, rnorphological 

expression, erosion potential, dope, and soil morphology. To map soils for the lynx 

habitat assessment, attributes that accounted for landform, morphological expression, and 

erosion were used (Table 3.1). Four soils groups were delineated for the lynx habitat 

assessment. These groups included clay-Ioam, clay, sand-silt, and sand-clay (Table 3.1). 

Each soils group consisted of several different soil texture types as identified in the Park's 

geographic information systern (Table 3.1). 

The existing vegetation was delineated using Walker and Kenkel's (1 997) satellite 

image interpretation. Walker and Kenkel(1997) identified 15 vegetation types that were 

used for th& study. These vegetation types included: 1) aspen parkland; 2) deciduous 

canopy-coniferous subcanopy; 3) eastem deciduous forest; 4) mixed canopy forest; 

5) shbland;  6) low canopy deciduous forest; 7) closed coniferous forest; 8) low shnib 

grassland; 9) open coniferous forest; 10) bur oak forest; 11) wetland; 12) shmbland; 

13) regenerating coniferous forest; 14) grassland; and 15) agriculture (Table 3.2). TWO 

types of ground verification were performed as an accuracy assessment of a satellite rnap 

(Waker and Kenkel 1996). These included testing the vegetation map against forest 
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Table 3.1. Riding Mountain National Park soi1 texture information. 

SOIL TEXTURE 

DESCRIPTION LANDFORM EXfRESsION SLOPE DRAINAGE VECETATiON 

CLAY LOAMS 
CIL-SL' Glacio-fl wial Plains. terrace, Gende to Well to Poplar, grasland, 

(clay tom-sand loam) geoIogy and unduIating moderate imperfectly dry-land shrubs, and 

drained white spruce 

CI-SCL Glacial-ti11 with dab 

(clay-sand coarse tom)  with scarp 

landform 

Steep to We1 Idrained Poplar, white birch, 

very steep balsam fir 

CI-SL 

(clay-sand loam) Glacial tilt Hummocky Moderate to WeIl to poorly Poplar, spnice; flat 

with alluvial and stecp drained areas cm suppon 

and morainal undulating wetlands 

landform 

CI-CIL 

(clay-c1ay loam) 

CIL-L 

(clay loam-loam) 

HCL-CI 

(heavy clay-clay) 

Glacial tiI1 

with morainai 

landforms 

Glacial titl 

with rnorainal 

1 andforms 

Glacial till 

with morainai 

landfornrs 

Glacial till 

with morainal 

landform 

Undulating, 

hurnrnochy, or 

scarp 

HurnrnocLy, 

undulating, or 

plain 

Hummocky or 

plain 

Hummocky 

and 

undulating 

Moderate to lmperfcctly to Poplar, spruct, and 

steep poorly drained weiiand 

Gentle to WclI to poorly PopIar, spruce, white 

steep drained birch, and wetland 

Moderate Tmperfectly Poplar and wetland 

drained 

Modtrate to ImperfcctIy Spruce, poplar, black 

steep drained spruce and wedand 

" Soi1 texture code as expressed in RMNP's soi1 map layer. 

Not avaifabIe 
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TABLE 3.1 Riding Mountain NationaI Park soi1 texture information (continued). 

son+ TExrciRE hfORPHOL0C;ICAL 

D ESCRIPTION LANDFORiiL EXPRESSION SLOPE DRAINAGE VEGJZTATiON 

SANDY SILTS 

SiL-SL Alluvid Plain and Moderate to Well to Poplar and baisam fir 

(silt loam-sand loam) geology and fan steep imperfectl y 

lmdform drained 

Si1 

(silt loam) 

Glacial till Gorge 

wiîh residual 

and 

undifferentiated 

landfonns 

Sil-St 

(silt loam-sand loarn) Alluvial geology d a  

with fan and 

plain landfonns 

Lacrisuine d a  

geology with 

plain and 

undulating 

landforms 

Steep to 

extremeIy 

steep 

nla Poplar. white birch 

and oak 

Modente to Well to Poplar and balsam fir 

steep imperfectl y 

dfaincd 

Gcntie to Impcrfect to Poplar and spmcc 

moderate slopes poorly drained 

S-SL Glacio-fluvial Plain and Gentie to Rapid to Grasstand, poplar. 

(sand-sand loarn) geology undulating moderate imperfectly spruce, and wetland 

drained 

'Soi1 texture code as delivered by RMNP's soi1 map layer. 

Not available 
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TABLE 3.1 Füding Mountain National Park soi1 texture information (continued). 

SOIL TEXTURE hIORPHOLOGKXL 

DESCRIPTION LANDFORlcI E ~ P R E ~ ~ I ~ N  SLOPE DRAINAGE VEGETATION 

SANDY CLAYS 

L-SCIL Gfacio-till 

(loarn-sand clay loam) with morainai 

Iandfonn 

SClL GIacio-tiIl 

(sand clay loam) and glaciai- 

lacustirne 

geology with 

morainal 

landform 

SCIL-L Lacustrine 

(sand clay loam-loam) geology and 

landform 

SC[-SL Glacial-till 

(sand clay-sand loarn) with morainai 

landforni 

SL-CI Glacial-CiII 

(sand loarn-ciay) with morainal 

and 

undifferentiated 

landfomrs 

SL Glacial-tilt 

(sand loarn) and glacial 

lacustrine 

geology, 

moninal and 

and lacustrine 

landfom 

Hurnmocky, Steep 

gorge and 

undulating 

Ridged and Moderate 

plain 

Undulating Geniie 

Plain 

Well- Poplar, white birch, 

dnined and spruce 

Wetl to Poplar and otik 

irnperfectly 

drained 

WeIldrained Poptar, spruce. and 

wetland 

Poorly-drained PopIar and balsam fir 

Modcnte to Welldrained Poplar, spmce, and 

steep white birch 

Hummocky, Gcniie to 

undulating, stetp 

and ridged 

Rapid to Poplar. white birch, 

irnpcrfiecii y black spruce, and oak 

drained 

-- - 

a Soi1 texture code as delivered by RMNP's soi1 map layer. 

Not available 
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TABLE; 3.1 Riding Mountain National Park soi1 texture information (continued). 

SOIL TEXTURE MORPHOL0C;ICAL 

DESCRIPTION LANDFORhl EVPREssION SLOPE DRAINAGE VECETATION 

SL-SL Glacial- Undulating Steep 

(sand Iom-sand loarn) fluviai geology 

and 

Imdfonn 

'Soi1 texture code as delivered by RMNP's soi1 map layer 

Not available 
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Table 3.2. Riding Mountain National Park vegetation types 

(based on Walker and KenkeI 1997). 

VEGETATION TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Aspen parkIand 

Deciduous canopy - coniferous subcanopy 

Eastern deciduous forest 

Mixed canopy forest 

Low canopy deciduous forest 

Closed coniferous forest 

Low shrub grassland 

Open-coniferous forest 

Bur oak forest 

- 

-trembling aspen stands with intermittent shrubby 

grasslands. 

-some balsam popular stands and small wetlands. 

-trembling aspen forest canopy with a coniferous 

(white or bIack spruce) subcanopy and sapling 

subcanopy . 
-herb-rich understory . 
-high canopy pure mature trembling aspen stands or 

rnixed eastern deciduous forest with a herb-rich 

understory . 
-mixed canopy trembling aspen and white spruce 

codominated forests. 

-black spruce, paper birch, balsam poplar and 

jackpine are less common. 

-trembling aspen forest 4 0  rn ta11 with some balsam 

popIar and paper birch, ta11 shrubs with forb 

understory. 

-mature, regenerating coniferous stands of white 

spruce, black spruce, or balsam fir. 

-understory of feathermoss. 

-grasslands with low shrubs, graminoids, and forbes. 

-some trembling aspen and white spruce in moister 

areas. 

-conifer-dominated stands (black spruce andlor Iarch 

Lark laricina) including semi-treed bogs and fens. 

-uplands are sparsely treed with white spruce. 

-open to semi-closed savanna bur oak forest. 

-some white spruce, trembling aspen and paper birch. 
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Table 3.2. continued. 

- -- 

VEGETATION TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Wetland 

Shrubland 

Regenerating coniferous forest 

Grasstand 

Agriculture 

-non-forested. 

-graminoids or cattail (Typha fat filia). 

-dense, ta11 shrubs, primarily beaked hazel. 

-dense regenerating trembling aspen stands. 

-dense, regenerating coniferous forest dorninated by 

jackpine, black spruce or white spruce, 

-gasslands with intermittent shrubs. 

-dominated by forbs and graminoids. 

-non-forested Iand outside Park. 
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inventory maps and against ground smple sites. An analysis of the accuracy of the 

classification is currentiy being examined. A description of each existing vegetation type 

is presented in Table 3.2. 

Vegetation SampIe Design 

Three replicates of each eligibleécological unit were sampled. The three 

replicates were chosen based on accessibility (Le., accessible via roads or trails) and a 

perceived conformity to the ecological unit criteria (Le., the existing vegetation type and 

soils group were confinned at each site). In each replicate, three sample plots were 

systematically located. Circular plots (78.5 m2) were established at least 20 meters away 

from roads and trails and whenever possible, greater than 100 meters fiom the edge of a 

differing ecological land unit (Thomas et al. 1997). A minimum of 20 meters separated 

the center of the sample plots. Low sample sizes precluded rigorous comparative 

analyses of the vegetation data between replicates. Rather, the intent \vas to efficiently 

sarnple as many ecological units as possible to provide a reasonable description of 

snowshoe hare and lynx habitat stnicture. 

Horizontal Abundance of Browse and Security Cover 

Vegetation data were collected according to Wolff (1980) and Thomas et al. 

(1997). A 1- m2 horizontal cover board, divided into 64-5 by 5 cm squares, was used to 

estimate the thickness of hare browse in each sample plot. The bottom of the cover board 

was mounted at O and 1 meters fkom ground level and the number of squares at least 

partially covered by live woody vegetation were counted fkom 5 meters away. Since 

hares browse different vegetation species across their range and since palatability varies 

temporally (Thomas et al. 1997), al1 live woody vegetation less than 1 cm diameter 

(Koehler and Bnttell 1990) was assumed to be potential browse (available for entire twig 

consurnption or barking) unless the species was known to be unpalatable. Vegetation 

species were identified uçing twig and bud charactenstics. Based upon pellet analysis, 

unpalatable species for RMNP include common snowberry, Canada buffaloberry, 
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common Labrador tea, twining honeysuckle, and cranberry (Leonard 1980). Since the 

Leonard (1 980) study occurred in the western portion of the Park and potentially excluded 

vegetation species fi-om the eastem region (Pol1 198 l), persona1 co~llllluuication with site 

experts, as well as personal observation were also used to identiS. additional unpalatable 

species for the sample. 

The horizontal cover board was also used to estimate the thickness of security 

cover for hares. Live, dead, and inanimate (e-g., rocks) structures were included in the 

sample. For both forage abundance and security cover, four readings were taken at each 

plot. The direction of the fmt  reading was randomly determined and subsequent readings 

were taken by rotating around the cover board in 90 degree increments. The number of 

squares intercepted by cover in each reading was divided by 0.64 to get a percentage of 

area covered (Thomas et al. 1 997). The arithmetic mean of the four readings was used as 

the final output of each plot. 

Vertical Abundance of Browse and Security Cover 

Vertical browse and cover were assessed using a spherical densiometer. Thomas 

et al's. (1997) methodology was used to measure vertical browse and cover at 0-1 and 1-2 

meters. Vertical browse included al1 vegetation species reflected in the sphencal 

densiometer excluding those species unpdatable to hare in RMNP or woody stems that 

were too thick (>l cm) to be classified as browse. Vertical secwity cover included any 

obstructions reflected in the sphericd densiometer. The concave mirror was divided into 

24 squares. Each square was imagined as being divided into four quadrants. Each 

quadrant was represented by an imaginary dot in the center of each of the smaller squares. 

Thus, the total number of dots was 96 (Lemmon 1957). Any dots intercepted by 

vegetation were tallied with the resulting sum being divided by 0.96 (Thomas et al. 1 997). 

The sample produced estimates of the percent area occupied by the various vertical 

vegetation layers. 
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Understory species dominance 

Based on the premise that ecological land units with a coniferous understory 

provide better hare habitat than deciduous understories, Roloff (19%) suggested that a 

subjective evaluation of the dominant vegetation type 9 meters ta11 be performed to 

index winter cover composition. Ecologicai land units were classified as "Deciduous" if 

the understory vegetation type 9 meters was composed of >6O% deciduous species. A 

"mixed" classification was used if the understory species composition contained between 

40% and 60% of either deciduous or coniferous species. "Coniferous" classification was 

assigned to ecological land units if >6O% of the understory was coniferous species. 

"None" classi£ïcation is given to the ecological land m i t s  that contain no understory 

vegetation (Roloff 1998). These values were subjectively detemiined by ocular 

assessrnent at each plot. 

Other Vegetation Measures 

A tree-level data inventory did not exist for RMNP by ecological land unit. 

Therefore, overstory variables for each of the ecological units were approximated by 

RMNP vegetation management specialist (pers. comm., Wybo Vanderschuit, Vegetation 

Management Specialist, Riding Moutain National Park, Wasagaming, Manitoba). These 

variables included the average diarneter of trees (cm), average basal area of trees (m2ha), 

percent canopy cover of the forested overstory, average height of the overstory (m), and 

the average density of trees >10 cm dbh. 

Snow-Tracking 

Snow-tracking was used as a practical means of indexhg lynx habitat use to 

v e n e  the performance of Roloff s (1998) HSI model. The goal of snow-tracking was to 

determine if lynx reiative abundance varied as expected according to habitat model 

output. The idormation was also used to establish baseline data for a lynx population 

monitoring program for .the Park. Lynx monitoring began December 7, 1997 and was 

completed March 22, 1998. Many of the trails were traversed more than once during the 
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tracking period. To prevent pseudo-replication of trails travelled more than once, a 

central date of March 3 was chosen whereby the travel day closest to March 3 was used in 

the analysis. March 3 was chosen since a winter storm ended on March 1 and thus fiesh 

snow conditions were provided. It was assumed that good tracking conditions would 

occur on March 3,48 hours after the fkesh snowfall. 

Tracking was perfonned via snow machine on 833 km of trails, roads, and 

cutlines throughout RMNP. A minimal amount of off-trail travel was performed in order 

to gain additional coverage in under-represented HSI classes. The Park's traditional wolf 

monitoring routes were generaily followed, and numerous parameters were recorded 

including observer name, date, weather conditions, temperature, previous night cloud 

cover (none, partial, complete), and date of last snowfall. At each lynx crossing, the 

number of different lynx tracks, direction of travel, estimated track age (in hours), and 

hare abundance were recorded (Appendix B). AI1 lynx tracks were recorded as 

independent animals provided they codd not be visually connected to one another 

(O'Donoghue et al. 1997). If the lynx followed a trail, it was counted only once. 

Statistical Analysis 

The statistical methodology used by Murray et al. (1994) was used to test the 

significance of observed habitat use patterns. iVilliamfs corrected G-test (Sokal and 

Rohlf 198 1) was used to determine if the observed distribution of lynx tracks significantly 

differed fiom the distribution of habitat classes sampled . 
William's corrected G-test formula (Sokal and Rohlf 198 1) is as follows: 

where: j; = observed fiequency of lynx tracks 

j;- = expected fiequency of lynx tracks 

a = HSI classes 
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The William's correction to G is computed by: 

The data fit the criteria outlined by Thomas and Taylor (1990) (Design 1) and Alldredge 

and Ratti (1 992) for establishing confidence limits using a Bonferroni z method @unn 

and Massey f 965, Neu et al. 1974) and thus, confidence limits were cdculated to 

determine which individual habitat classes were different. The Bonferroni z equation 

(Neu et al. 1974) is: 

Where: p, = proportion of tracks in each habitat ciass 

a = simcance level 

k = number of classes 

n = sample size 

The criteria required for establishing confidence limits using Bonferonni z include an 

investigation of resource selectivity at the population level (not at the individual animal 

level), a known availability of habitat, the ability to depict habitat use and availability 

data as proportions, and a comparison of the relative number of tracks observed in each 

habitat type to the proportion of respective habitats available (Thomas and Taylor 1990). 

Also, it was assumed that there was a relationship between animal density and relative 

preference (Thomas and Taylor 1990). To maintain the statistical independence of lynx 

observations in this study, groups of lynx were counted as a single observation (Thomas 

and Taylor 1 990)- 
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RESULTS 

Ecological Land Classification 

Twenty-one ecological land uni& (Figure 3.1) were sampled that included aspen 

parkland on sand-clay, aspen parkland on clay, deciduous canopy-coniferous subcanopy 

on sand-clay, eastern deciduous on sand-clay, deciduous canopy, coniferous subcanopy 

on clay, eastern deciduous on clay-loam, mixed canopy on sand-clay, mixed canopy on 

clay, shrubland on clay, aspen parkland on clay-Ioarn, low canopy deciduous on clay, 

shrubland on sand-clay, eastem deciduous on clay, low canopy deciduous on sand, 

eastem deciduous on clay, mixed canopy on clay-loam, shrubland on clay-loam, closed 

coniferous on clay, deciduous canopy-coniferous subcanopy on clay-loarn, closed 

coniferous on sand-clay, low shmb grassland on clay, and regenerating conifer. 

Snowshoe Rare Habitat Analysis 

Vegetation variables were classified as unsuitable, marginal, or optimum based 

upon the relationships depicted in Roloff (1 998) (Table 3.3). Each ecological land unit 

was assigned an HSI score based upon Roloff s (1998) methodology. For exarnple, if a 

vegetation variable received an "unsuitable" score, the HSI value assigned to that variabIe 

kvas O, if "marginal", then the HSI score was between 0.01 and 0.99, and if "optimum," 

then the HSI score was 1.00. 

Roloff's (1 998) mode1 assigned snowshoe hare HSI values to each ecological land 

unit based upon scores given to vegetation variables (Table 3.4 and Table 3 3. The 

overall hare forage component was assessed using the geometric mean of horizontal and 

vertical forage. Al1 ecological land units except water and agriculture were deemed to 

provide at least some forage suitability to snowshoe hares (Table 3.5). The best forage 

score was for the regenerating jackpine ecological land unit with an HSI of 1.00 (Table 

3.5). n i e  Iowest suitable forage score was the low shrub grassland-clay with an HSI of 

0.17 (Table 3.5). 

Roloff (1 998) assessed snowshoe hare winter security cover based on three 

rneasures; understory species composition, horizontal cover, and vertical cover. Al1 but 
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LeQend 
Aspen Parkland Sand Clay 
Aspen Parkland Clay 
Dedduous Can Con1 Sub Sand CI 

I l  Eastern Dedduous Sand Clay 
~ e c i d u w s  Can Con Sub Clay 

a Eastern Deciduous Clay Loam 
Mixed Canopy Sand Clay 
Mixed Canopy Clay , 
Shrubiand Clay 

m Aspen Parkland Clay Loap 
Low Canopy Oedduous Clay 
Shnibiand Sand Clay 
a Low Canopy Dedduous Sand 

Easlep Declduous Clay 
0 Mixed Canopy Clay Loam 
f-] ShruMand Clay Loam 

Closed Coniferous Clay 
Dec Can Coniler Sub Clay Loam 
Closed Coniferous Sand Clay 
Low Shrub Grasstand Clay 
0 Unclassilied 

36oooo~ 37 
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Table 33. Snowshoe hare habitat variables and HSI scorhg 

(based on Roloff 1998). 

Habitat Suitability Index Scoring' 

Vegetation Variable 
- - - -  - -  

Unsuitable Marginal Optimum 

Horizontal cover of palatable - < 10% 

browse species, height strata 

0- 1 and 1-2 meters 

Vertical cover of palatable 

browse species, height strata 

0- 1, 1-2, and 2-3 rneters 

Horizontal cover, height strata 

0-1 and 1-2 meters 

Vertical cover, height strata 

0- 1, 1-2, and 2-3 meters 

Understory species composition "deciduous" "coniferous" 

"mixed" 

"HSI scoring: Unsuitable = 0.00, Marginal = 0.01-0.99, Optimum = 1 .O0 
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Table 3.4. Mean vegetation structure in Riding Mountain National Park. 

fIorizon!al Hor izonbl  V e r t i a i  V e r t i w l  Forage Forage 

cover at cover at cover at cover at at at 

O-i 1-2 0-1 1-2 0-1 1-2 

m e t e n  meters meten meters meten m e t e n  

ECOLOCICAL LAM) UXIT ( X )  (%) ( X )  (7%) ( O h )  (Y*) 

Aspen par'hland - sand-clay 

Aspen parkland - clay 

Lkcid. canJconiD subcan. - smd-clay 

Eastern Deciduous - sand-clay 

Decid. canlconif. subcan. - clay 

Eastern Deciduous - clay-Ioam 

Mixed Canopy - sand-clay 

Mixed Canopy - clay 

Shrubland - clay 

Aspen Parkland - clay-loam 

Low Canopy deciduous - clay 

Shmbland - sandclay 

Low canopy deciduous - sand 

Eastern Deciduous - clay 

Mixed canopy - clay-Ioam 

Shmbland - clay-Ioam 

Closed coniferous - clay 

Decid. canJconif. subcan - clay-loarn 

Closed coniferous - sand-clay 

Low shmb grassland - clay 

Jackpine (bum area) 

Water, agriculture 
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Table 3.5. Snowshoe hare habitat quality values for 

Riding Mountain National Park. 

Forage Forage Covcr Sccunty Secarity H a  rc 

horizonial vertical Forage S W e  horizontal vertical Seciirity Summer \Vinter 

ECOLOGICAL LAND UNE covcr cover HSI Comporirioa cover cover HSI covcr HSI 

Aspen parkland - sand-clay 

Aspen parkland - clay 

Dccid. canlconif7 subcan. - sand-clay 

Easter Deciduous - sand-clay 

Decid. canlconif. subcan. - clay 

Eastern Deciduous - clay-loam 

Mixed Canopy - sand-clay 

Mixed Canopy - clay 

Shmbland - clay 

Aspen Parkland - clay-Ioam 

Low Canopy deciduous - clay 

Shnibland - sand-clay 

Low canopy deciduous - sand 

Eastern Deciduous - clay 

Mixed canopy - clay-loam 

Shnibland - clay-lom 

Closed coniferous - clay 

Decid. canlconif. subcan - clay-loam 

Closed coniferous - sand-clay 

Low shmb grassland - clay 

Jackpine (burn axa) 

Water, agriculture 
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five ecological land units (closed coniferous-clay, deciduous canopy/coniferous 

subcanopy-clay-Ioam, closed coniferous-sand-clay, low s h b  grassland-clay, and 

water/agriculture) were considered to provide at least some level of cover to snowshoe 

hares (Table 3.5). The winter vertical and horizontal cover for hare were combined using 

an arithmetic mean, and then geometrically combined with the understory composition 

component (Roloff 1998). 

The snowshoe hare winter HSI was calculated fiom the winter habitat components 

(forage and cover) using a geometric mean (Rolùff 1998). Ifeither forage or cover was 

absent, then the final snowshoe hare HSI equalled 0.00. The ecological land units that 

received an HSI rating of 0.00 were closed coniferous-clay, deciduous canopy/coniferous 

subcanopy-clay-loam, closed coniferous-sand-clay, low s h b  grassland-clay, and 

agnculture/water (Table 3 S). The regenerating jackpine ecological land unit was 

calculated as optimum hare habitat (Table 3.5). Al1 other ecological land units provided 

varying levels of habitat suitability for hare (Table 3.5). 

Snowshoe Hare Home Ranges 

Indices of snowshoe hare habitat suitability for the rnodelling area were generated 

and mapped (Figure 3.2). Using Roloff and Haufler's (1997) and Roloffs (1 998) 

methodology, 414 viable hare home ranges (6,442 ha) were mapped for RMNP. 

Similady, 474 marginal hare home ranges (227,917 ha) were mapped. These home 

ranges were mapped using the classified area in RMNP, thus these nurnbers may be 

conservative value. These viable and marginal home range maps were used as inputs into 

the lynx foraging model. 

LYNX HABITAT ASSESSlMENT 

Lynx Foraging Component 

Forage potential for each lynx home range was estimated based upon the number 

of viable, marginal, and non-viable snowshoe hare home ranges that each lynx home 

range encompassed (Roloff 1998). Figure 3.3 shows the lynx home-range-level foraging 
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scores. Lynx forage habitat quality ranged fiom 0.00 - 1.00 HSI, with the majority of 

habitat in 0.30 - 0.59 HSI class (Table 3.6). Only 0.8% of the total classified area fell into 

the 0.90+ HSI forage class. High quality foraging "pockets" were interspersed throughout 

the Park (Figure 3.3). High quality foraging habitat often occuried in isolated patches 

(Figure 3.3). 

Lynx Denning Component 

Denning attributes for RMNP and the critical denning values for each ecological 

land unit are presented in Table 3.7. The first phase of the lynx denning assessment 

included determining which ecological land units satisfied the vegetation cover type, site 

potential, canopy closure, and minimum area criteria (Roloff 1998). Using Roloffs 

(1998) denning criteria, the only ecological land UNts that met the Phase 1 denning 

criteria were aspen-parkland-sand-clay, mixed canopy-sand-clay, mixed canopy-clay, 

aspen parkland-clay-loam, closed coniferous-clay, deciduous canopy/coniferous 

subcanopy-clay-loarn, and closed coniferous-sand-clay (Table 3.7). In the modelling 

process, polygons constituting these ecological land units were advanced to Phase 2 of the 

denning assessment. 

Phase 2, the juxtaposition and interspersion of potential denning areas and Phase 

3, the presence of dead and downed woody debns for denning sites, are home-range-level 

assessments (Roloff 1998). Three sets of critena had to be established before potential 

denning sites in Phase 2 codd be assessed at Phase 3. The perimeter of potential denning 

sites had to be at Ieast 50% surrounded by suitable lynx denning, foraging, or travel 

cover. Also, at least 30% of the area surroundhg the potential denning area had be 

within 0.8 km of suitable lynx foraging habitat. Suitable summer lynx forage HSI values 

were calculated fkom measurements of the vertical vegetation cover component between 

0-1 meters in each ecological land unit. Optimum lynx summer forage habitat occuned 

in aspen parkland-clay, aspen parkland-clay-loam, and jackpine ecological land units. 

The result of this analysis was a GIS coverage of the polygons that met the denning 

criteria. 
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Table 3.6 Lynx forage habitat qualities and amounts in 

Riding Mountain National Park 

AMOUNT O F  PERCENT OF 

HSI CLASS FORAGE AREA (ha) CLASSIFIED AREA 

TOTAL 238,904 
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Table 3.7. Lynx denning attributes and mean values for 

Riding Mountain National Park 

C r n c A L  VALUE 

25 cm dbh - > 3.7 2mz/ha %O% 

Diameter Average Vertical 
of basal C ~ ~ O P Y  cover between 

overstory area closurc 0-1 meters' 

ECOLOGICAL LAND UNlT (cm) (rn2/ha) (%) (%) 

aspen parkland-sand-clay 

aspen parkland-clay 

decid.can.coni f. subcan-sand-clay 

eastern deciduous-sand-cIay 

decid.can/con subcan.-clay 

eastern deciduous-clay-loarn 

rnixed canopy-sand-clay 

mixed canopy-clay 

shrubland-cIay 

aspen parkland-clay-loam 

low canopy deciduous-clay 

shrubiand-sand-clay 

low canopy deciduous-sand 

eastern deciduous-clay 

rnixed canopy-clay-Ioam 

shrubtand-clay-loam 

closed coniferous-clay 

decid.can./conif. subcan.-clay-loam 

closed coniferous-sand-clay 

low shmb grassland-clay 

jackpine (bumed area)-varÏous 

' Summer forage HSI value for Iynx is based upon these values. Optimum lynx summer forage exists at 

> 60% vertical cover and summer cover habitat quality is O when _( 20% vertical cover exists (Roloff - 
1998). 
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The number and arrangement of potential denning sites within a home-range-shed 

area was determined by Phase 3 of Roloff s (I  998) model. In this phase, the HSI score for 

a home-range-sized area is based upon the average distance in a home range to a d e d g  

site. Optimal conditions occur when there is a denning site about every 16 ha (Roloff 

19%). Figure 3.4 and Table 3.8 show that the majority of the Park was estimated to 

have 0.90+ HSI quality denning habitat suggesting that denning habitat was not limiting. 

Lynx Interspersion Component 

Travel needs are addressed by Roloff s (1998) interspersion component. The fust 

step was to determine the areas that were considered "non-lynx" cover. Subsequently, the 

amount and spatial distribution of map polygons that are "non-lynx" habitat within the 

home range was assessed (Roloff 1998). "Non-lynx" habitat was assigned to map 

polygons with a summer foraging or denning HSI of 0.00 that had permanent "openings" 

>91 meters in width and satisfied the cnteria outlined in Table 3.9 (Roloff 1998). 

Subsequently, map polygons not already identified as forage, denning, or "non-lynx" 

habitat were delineated as travel cover (Roloff 1998). 

After "non-lynx" and potential travel habitats were identifed and mapped, the 

average nearest distance- within a home range to travel barriers was calculated using the 

intersection points in a 100 X 100 meter grid (Roloff 1998). The interspersion map 

(Figure 3 -5) was based on the 100 X 100 meter grid which corresponds to the maximum 

theoretical distance a lynx will travel without sufficient cover (Roloff 1998). The home- 

range-level habitat interspersion map (Figure 3 -5) portrays suitable travel habitat for lynx 

in RMNP. Lower travel suitability appeared dong the southern edges of the Park, 

especially the south-western quadrant. This area of the Park is interspeeed by grassland, 

thus open areas are quite cornmon. The northem and eastem perimeters of the Park 

appear to provide excellent lynx interspersion components (HSI = 0.90-0.99). The 

majority of the Park (57%) was classified as not limiting to lynx travel (Table 3.10). 
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Table 3.8 Lynx denning habitat qualities and amounts in 

Riding Mountain National Park 

HSI CLASS AMOUNT OF 

DENNMG AREA (ha) 

PERCENT OF 

CLASSIFIED AREA 

TOTAL 238,866 
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Table 3.9. Mean values for lynx interspersion attributes for 

Riding Mountain National Park 

- -  -- 

CRITICAL VALUE 

S meters (72 treedha <50% 

Average Average Horizontal Vertical 

tree nurnber of cover between cover between 

height trees/ha 1-2 meters 0-1 metersa 

ECOLOGICAL LAND UNIT ON (%) 

aspen parkland-sand-ctay 

aspen parkland-clay 

decid.canfconif. subcan.-sand-clay 

eastem deciduous-sand-clay 

decid-cankon subcan.-cIay 

eastern deciduous-cIay-loam 

mixed cano p y-sand-clay 

mixed canopy-clay 

shrubland-clay 

aspen parkland-&y-loam 

low canopy deciduoustIay 

shmbland-sand-cIay 

low canopy deciduoussuid 

eastern deciduous-clay 

mixed canopy-clay-loam 

shmbland-clay-lom 

closed coniferous-clay 

decid.canJconif. subcan.-clay-Ioam 

closed coni ferous-sand-clay 

low shrub grasslandtlay 

jackpine (bumed areal-various 

a Summer forage HSI value for lynx is based upon these values. Optimum lynx sumrner forage exists at 

260% vertical cover and sumrner cover habitat quality is O when (20% vertical cover exists (Roloff 1998). 
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Table 3.10 Lynx interspersion HSI classes and amount of trave1 habitat in 

Riding Mountain National Park. 

HSI CLASS 

AMOUNT OF 

INTERSPERSION 

ml 
PERCENT OF 

CLASSIFIED AREA 

TOTAL 238,867 
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Lynx HSI Analysis 

Figure 3.6 rnanifests the spatial portrayal of lynx home-range-leveI habitat in 

RMNP according to Roloff s (1 998) model. The geometric mean of al1 lynx habitat 

cornponents, foraging, denning, and interspersion, provide a single lynx home-range-level 

HSI value (Roloff 1998) for each map pixel. Each pixel represents the 250 ha of habitat 

area (which corresponds to the lynx allometric home range) (Rolo ff and Haufler 1 997). 

Habitat quality is generated in the typical HSI format ranging fiom 0.0 to 1 -0 denoting 

unsuitable to optimum lynx home-range-level habitat, respectively. 

The rnajority of the Park was classified as 0.00-0.09, and 0.20 to 0.60 HSI (Table 

3.1 1). Much of the Park was classified as poor to moderate lynx habitat. Only 145 ha of 

the Park was considered optimal lynx habitat quality. The spatial distribution of higher 

quality lynx habitat is patchy (Figure 3.6). Optimum habitat patches occur sporadically 

throughout the Park, however, there is a concentration of optimum habitat in the region of 

the 1980 bum (Figure 3.6). 

Snow-Tracking 

Snow-tracking was perfomed on 833 km of trails in 1997 and 1998. The 

majority of the trails were traversed in February and March of 1998, however, the entire 

tracking period extended from Decernber 7, 1997 to March 24,1998. Three percent of 

the trails were traversed during December 7-20,1998,4% during January 1 8-3 1, 1999, 

57% during February 15-28, 1999,3 1% during March 1-14> 1999, and 5% fiom March 

15-28, 1999. There were a total of 107 repticate lynx tracks. To satisfy the assumption of 

statistical independence (Thomas and Taylor 1990), groups of tracks were recorded as a 

single observation. 
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Table 3.11. Area covered by each HSI class in Riding Mountain National Park. 

HSI CLASS AREA COVERED @a) 

TOTAL 238,873 
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Statistical analysis of lynx habitat utilization 

Nine of the 10 lynx HSI classes were traversed during the tracking survey. G-tests 

were perfomed for two lynx habitat class resolutions. The assumptions of the G-test was 

that the sample was random and at least of nominal (categorical) scale. The first tests 

were conducted for HSI class increments of 0.10 at 80% confidence level (Tables 3.12). 

The G-test was significant (G = 30.974, df = 8, p = 0.05), however, Bonferonni 

co&dence intervals indicated that only the 0.00-0.09 class was significant (Tables 3.12). 

The 0.00-0.09 ciass was used less than expected in proportion to the amount of that 

habitat class surveyed. 

In order to detennine if the HSI mode1 hc t ioned  better at a coarser resolution, 

the habitat quality scores were clumped into three equal classes (0.30 HSI class 

increments). Again, the G-test was significant at 95% confidence levels (G = 11.402, df 

= 2, p = 0.05). In the 80% confidence lirnits, the 0.00-0.29 class was used less than 

expected and the 0.60-0.89 class was used more than expected in proportion to habitat 

availability (Table 3.13). 
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Table 3.1 2. Lynx HSI class assessment for Riding Mountain National Park 

(class increment of 0.10, p = 0.20.) 

80% CONFIDENCE 

LENCTH OF PROPORTION OF LOWER UPPER 

m 1 L  # OF LYNX TRAIL IN EACH CONFIDENCE CONFIDENCE 

HSI CLASS (km') TRACKS MI CtASS L ~ I I T  LGWT G-TEST 

TOTAL 833.35 107 
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Table 3.13. Lynx HSI class assessment for Riding Mountain National Park 

(class increment of 0.30, p = 0.20.) 

80% CONFIDENCE 

LENCTH OF PROPORTION OF LOWER UPPER 

W L  # OF LYNX TRAIL IN EACH CONFIDENCE COXMDEXCE 

HSI CLASS (km? TRACKS HSI CLASS LIMïï  L13Il-r G-TEST 

TOTAL 833.35 107 
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DISCUSSION 

RolofPs (1998) lynx HSI model provided RMNP managers with a pragmatic tool 

to assess, monitor, and project lynx habitat in the Park with at Ieast 80% confidence. 

Foraging, denning, and travel habitat components provided the basis for the lynx HSI 

model (Roloff 1998). Analysis of al1 these components is essentiai for examining the 

quality of habitat available to lynx in a given region. The goal of this study was to 

provide empirical verincation of Roloff s (1998) lynx HSI model and to provide RMNP 

with basetine data on lynx abundance. 

The initial step in the lynx habitat modelling project was to assess and classi@ the 

ecological land units in RMNP. This analysis entailed combining the soi1 and vegetation 

attributes of RMNP to spatialiy portray the Park's ecological land descriptions (Figure 

3.1). Specific attributes for each ecological land unit were then measured and modelled 

to determine the forage habitat potential for lynx (Figure 3.3). The best way of indexing 

lynx forage potential is to evaluate the quality of habitat available to snowshoe hare, the 

lynx's main prey (Elton and Nicholson 1942, Seton 1953, Keith 1963, Nellis and Keith 

1968, Nellis et al. 1972). The vegetation sarnpling conducted in the Park provided data 

on the characteristics of horizontal and vertical cover and forage that is important to 

snowshoe hares (Table 3 S). In RMNP, regenerating jackpine was classified as the rnost 

suitable (HSI 1.00) hare habitat and closed coniferous-clay, deciduous canopy/coniferous 

subcanopy-clay-loarn, closed coniferous-sand-clay, and low shmb grassland-clay were 

classified as unsuitable (HSI 0.00) habitat. Throughout the duration of this project, 

greater numbers of lynx were observed in areas of RMNP that contained abundant hares. 

The majority (96%) of lynx tracks were observed in areas where there were at l e s t  some 

hare tracks as evidenced fiom the snow-tracking sweys .  This observation is consistent 

with other studies (Koehler et al. 1979, Parker et al. 1983, Ward and Krebs 1985, Bailey 

et al. 1986, Koehler 1990). The 0.90+ HSI forage class accounted for only 0.8% of the 

total classified area (Table 3.6). Therefore, only a small proportion of the Park provides 

optimal (1.00) quality hare habitat. This fmding is sigoincant since during hare 

population lows, it is the highest quality habitat that will continue to contribute 
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individuals to the population. As such, these areas are vital to lynx during periods of 

resource scarcity. 

Denning is another component of Roloff s (1 998) lynx model. The majonty 

(79%) of the classified area fell within 0.90+ HSI (Table 3.8) indicating that much of the 

Park currently provides high quality denning oppomullties for lynx. No empirical data 

existed on the specific locations of Lynx dens in RMNP and therefore, it is not possible to 

verify the denning assessment. 

Interspersion is the fmal component in RolofTs (1998) model. The more travel 

barries a lynx was apt to encounter within its home range, the poorer the HSI rating of 

that home range. Again much of the Park provides suitable travel habitat for lynx. 

Approxirnately 57% of the Park currently provides optimal interspersion habitat (0.90+ 

HSI). The lower interspersion HSI values are found throughout the rest of the Park 

(Table 3.10). 

Based on data from the three components, foraging, denning, and interspersion, it 

appears that foraging habitat is the most limiting factor on RMNP since 79% of the 

classified area in RMNP is suitable denning habitat, and 57% provides suitable travel 

habitat for lynx. Less than 1% of the Park provides optimum lynx forage habitat. This 

result should be used to direct lynx management in RMNP by incorporating management 

practices, such as prescribed buming, that will increase the area of early successional 

forest in the Park providing areas of suitable hare and lynx forage habitat. 

In RMNP, Roloffs (1998) lynx HSI model generated habitat maps that generally 

corresponded to the locaîions of lynx observations. When the habitat classes were 

grouped in O. IO increments (Le., 0.00-0.09, 0.0 1-0.19 ,..., 0.91-1-00}, a significant 

digerence in habitat use versus availability was refiected (Tables 3.12). However, only 

the 0.00-0.09 HSI class was deemed significant using the Bonferonni z-statistic. 

Therefore, only the lowest HSI class was used differently (less) than expected. When the 

resolution was broadened to 0.30 HSI increments (Le. 0.00-0.29,0.30-0.59 and 0.60- 

0.89), the model more closely reflected the expected patterns in habitat use and 

availability (Tables 3.13). The 0.00-0.29 and 0.60-0.89 HSI class were both signincant at 

the 80% confidence level where the low HSI class was used less than expected in 
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proportion to habitat availability and the 0.60-0.89 HSI class was used more than 

expected in proportion to availability (Table 3-13), consistent with mode1 predictions. 

Therefore, RMNP land managers can use Roloffs (1998) lynx HSI model as a tool to 

assess lynx habitat in RMNP with an expected confidence of at least 80%. 

Several factors may have af5ected the results of these analyses. Error may have 

existed in mapping the vegetation and soils. Tracking conditions during the winter of 

1997- 1998 were less than ideal. Many observers were responsible for tracking lynx, thus 

observer bias could be a factor. In addition, some observers did not use a GPS unit and 

mapped the track locations on hard-copy maps. The tracking penod was intended to 

occur around a one week penod in eady March, however, data were collected over a four 

month period. The majority of the data however, were collected over a Cweek period 

(l?ebruary 15-March 14, 2999). The time lag between samples may have increased the 

likelihood that lynx in poorer quality habitat could have travelled more than lynx in better 

quality habitat and thus their tracks could have been counted more than once. The 

likelihood of this error could have increased since most of the tracking in the best qudity 

habitats occurred over a shorter tirne h e  than the poorer qudity habitats. To rnitigate 

some of these errors, data fiom the 1999 tracking season were collected fiom February 15 

to March 15. Tracking conditions were better during this t h e  and al1 observers had more 

experience at tracking lynx and al1 used a GPS unit to record lynx locations. These data 

will be analyzed to determine if the observed patterns fiom the 1997-1998 data change. 

Other studies that hcluded components of lynx habitat usage have also found that 

lynx used habitats disproportionately to habitat availability (Parker et al. 1983, Quinn and 

Thompson 1987, Koehler 1990, Murray et al. 1994, Poole et al. 1996). It is diEcult to 

compare the results of these studies to those found in this study because of the varying 

parameters. The previous studies have examined lynx habitat preference generally in 

terms of canopy cover whereas understory characteristics played an integral role in the 

RMNP study. Other lynx habitat studies (Parker et al. 1983, Koehler 1990, Koehler and 

Bnttell 1990, Murray and Boutin 1994, Poole et al. 1996) acknowledged the need for 

varying successional stages for lynx, this study incorporated those requirements. The 

80% confidence of Roloffs (1998) model manifests the importance of these successional 
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habitat requirements. 

Roloff's (1998) model, as modified by this shidy, can also be used to project lynx 

habitat in R N .  As used herein, Roloff's (1 998) model provided a snapshot of the 

quality and quantity of habitat that exists in RMNP at the present time. Data fiom this 

study suggested that lynx foraging habitat is currently the limiting factor in RMNP. 

Optixnum snowshoe hare habitat typically occurs in early successiona1 forest (Koehler and 

Aubry 1994), however, historical and present factors have influenced natural successional 

patterns on RMNP. Historically, logging, grazing, and f i e  perpetuated early serd stages. 

Currently, decades of fxe suppression have encouraged older successional stages. As a 

result, the Park is slowly progressing to mid-to-late-seral stages thereby decreasing the 

amount of early successional habitat. This trend could be detrimental to the RMNP lynx 

population by limiting the habitat available to snowshoe hare, thereby limiting lynx 

foraging potential. Durhg the forma1 tracking survey and at other sporadic times, lynx 

are often observed in the regenerating jackpine ecological land unit that burned in 1980. 

Field observations in this area also demonstrated that it supports high numbers of hares. 

In addition, the HSI analysis indicated that much of the high quality lynx habitat (Figure 

3.6) fell within this burned area, supporting the contention that lynx require early sera1 

stages. 

Park managers recognize the potential consequences of such trends and thus are 

examining the importance of ecological integrity and trying to find means to achieve it. 

Reintroduction of some natural processes, such as fire, is one way managers are trying to 

regain the ecological integrity of the Park. They have begun implementing prescribed 

bums to attempt to restore "natural" succession since traditionally, fue played an integral 

role in the successional patterns of RMNP. This practice should continue to prevent the 

Park fiom becorning a region dominated by a single successional chronosequence. Late 

successional forest do not appear to provide the level of suitable foraging habitat for long- 

term population success of snowshoe hares. 

Transformations of the landscape will therefore occur due to naturd events (such 

as fie), human manipulation (such as p&cribed burns), or other practices unforeseeable 

at this time. The current habitat maps produced by this study will become outdated. It is 
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recommended that Roloff s (1998) methodology be utilized to update these maps for 

future lynx and hare management issues. 

An annual lynx monitoring program has been implemented in RMNP to monitor 

the changing lynx population and to M e r  ven@ RolofYs (1 998) lynx HSI modelling 

fiamework. At present, the hare population has been consistently high for the past several 

years (personal observation). Observations fiom Park staff indicated hare numbers were 

slightly decreasing in some areas of the Park during the winter of 1999. It is likely that 

the hare population will crash in 2000 or 2001. Thus, it is expected that the lynx 

population will start to decline within a few years following the hare decline as 

demonstrated by decades of fur harvest data (Elton and Nicholson 1942). According to 

Roloff s (1 998) model, lynx should begin appearing less and less in areas designated as 

poor lynx HSI classes and become more concentrated in areas of high lynx HSI classes. 

This expected trend will allow M e r  venfication of the lynx HSI model by examining 

the nurnber and distribution of lynx tracks in varying habitat classes. Annual lynx 

tracking should continue following the guidelines presented in Chapter 5 and Appendix C 

of this document. Tracking should occur on an annual basis for approximately ten more 

years, or until the completion of a full lynx population cycle. The statistical analysis 

presented in this study should be repeated annually to further assess the reliability of 

Roloff s (1 998) lynx HSI modelling framework. This analysis will provide managers 

with information about how well the model performs at al1 stages of the lynx population 

cycle. Once the full cycle has been monitored, assuming Roloff s (1998) model continues 

to reasonably predict lynx habitat usage and population trends, then RMNP managers c m  

rely on the mode1 more heavily as a tool to predict lynx habitat availability and population 

trends in RMNP. Tracking should then be performed on a tri-annual basis as a continuing 

check of the model. Finally, the vegetation maps must be updated every 10 years to 

reflect changes to vegetation over time. Changhg vegetation will affect lynx habitat 

availability . 
It is also recommended that another study be initiated to more thoroughly 

document lynx habitat use and fitness. Telemetry studies could provide more detailed 

analysis of lynx habitat use versus availability and provide lynx demogniphic data by 
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habitat class. Telemetry data may also provide information on whether the tracks 

collected in the monitoring survey are fiom lynx using areas as travel or faraging habitats. 

Roio@s (1998) lynx HSI mode1 should be used by RMNP land managers as a tool 

to assess, monitor, and project lynx habitat. It appears to be a pragmatic tool that can be 

used to guide land-management decisions that wil1 affect lynx habitat and population 

trends within RMNP. However, the need for adaptive management in this, like every 

other wildlife management issue is recognized and advocated for use in assessing lynx 

habitat and population trends in RMNP. 
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POPULATION VIABILITY ANALYSIS BASED ON 

HABITAT POTENTIAL FOR LYNX (FELIS LYNX) IN 

RIDING MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK 

Parks Canada policy (Department of Canadian Heritage 1994) developed guiding 

principles to direct management in Canada's national parks and defmed ecological 

integrity as a primary prionty. By protecting or restoring ecological integrity, Parks 

Canada is able to fulfil its national and international responsibilities of heritage 

conservation and protection. The document states that management decisions must be 

based upon knowledge gained from scientific research and monitoring. In response to the 

policy, land managers at RMNP developed an Ecosystem Conservation Han (ECP) 

(Ecosystem Conservation Plan Tearn 1997) to "protect, restore, and 

monitor ... natur al... heritage within the Park." Parks Canada stated that a component of 

ecological integrity is "managing ecosystem in such a way that ecological processes are 

maintained and genetic, species, and ecosystem diversity are assured for the future" 

(Ecosystern Conservation Plan Team 1997). The ECP outlined long-terni ecosystem 

management goals which partially included retaining the ecological integrity so that 

RMNP can "accommodate normal fluctuations of natural phenomena.. .(and) healthy 

reg ional populations of.. .mimals are sustained and normal interactions between 

populations are maintained (and) functional connections between habitat in the regions 

are conserved or restored." The ECP also notes the importance of maintahhg 

biodiversity in the RMNP region and monitoring key species that may beindicators of the 

ecological integrity of the region. Examining the population viability of lynx confonns to 

these goals. 

Population viability examines the question, " how much is enough?" (Soute 1987). 
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Population viability is described as a state that maintains vigour and potentid for 

evolutionary adaptation (Soule 1987). It is a question that intrigues resource managers, is 

incredibly difficult to answer, and is essential for conservation. Determinîng population 

viability for any species is an arduous task in that it requires predicting organism 

persistence based on biotic and abiotic factors in a spatial and temporal regime (Soule 

1987). Assessrnent of habitat is a vital component of population viability analysis. In the 

past, viability assessments typically emphasized genetics and demographics. Only 

recentiy has habitat been incorporated into these models. 

A framework for examining population viability based upon habitat potential was 

developed by Roloff and Hade r  (1 997) and was used for indexhg the viability of lynx in 

RMNP. Previously, the o d y  quantitative means of linking habitat requirements to lynx 

fitness was through studies that associated lynx demographics to snowshoe hare 

abundance (Koehler et al. 1979, Parker et al. 1983, Koehler 1990) . Similarly, no data 

existed on the source and sink population dynamics of lynx and thus, there was no means 

to quantitatively fiame a research hypothesis regarding lynx population viability for 

RMNP. The lack of infoxmation on lynx population demographics and movements 

necessitated a habitat-based approach for addressing population viability for RMNP. The 

intent of the lynx HSI model (Roloff 1998) and the population viability assessment 

method proposed by Roloff and Haufler (1997) offered these tools. 

Studies have demonstrated habitat relationships for lynx (Koehler et al. 1979, 

Koehler 1990, Murray et al. 1994, Mowat et al. 1996, Poole et al. 1996), however, 

quantitative methods to map and assess habitat conditions have not existed until recently. 

To that end, a Lynx HSI model was developed by Roloff (1998). Roloff s (1998) model 

was developed with the intention of providing resource planners and managers with a tool 

that indexed relative fitness of lynx based on habitat. Venfication of Rolods (1998) 

model was presented and discussed in Chapter 3 of this document. Verification tests of 

the lynx HSI model indicated that the model was useful for describing lynx distribution 

and thus is a useful tool for RMNP. Roloff s (1998) lynx HSI model provided the bais 

for the lynx population viability assessment presented herein. 

This study was performed to help managers understand the habitat potential of 

RMNP for lynx and how that hzbitat potential may relate to population viability for the 
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species. Lynx are an indigenous species to RMNP, and thus are inherent to RMNP and 

its greater ecosystem. Without lynx, the Park would be missing a component of 

ecological integrity. The objective of this study was to index the viability of RMNP's 

lynx population using the approach of Roloff and Haufier (1997). The resuit offers a 

quantifiable, repeatable index of lynx population viability that can be used to guide 

resource management decisions. 

STUDY AREA 

See Chapter 1. 

METHODS 

Lynx home ranges in RMNP based upon habitat potential 

Using Rolofls (1998) HSI model, lynx habitat potential (Le., the quantity, quality, 

and spatial distribution of habitat) was identified and mapped for RMNP (Chapter 3 of 

this document). The HSI modelling process generated the data required for applying 

Roloff and Haufler's (1 997) viability k e w o r k .  Roloff and Haufler's (1 997) approach 

requires a home-range-level representation of habitat potential for the planning landscape 

(termed a habitat contour map). The habitat contour map consists of grid cells, where 

each ce11 represents the center of a lynx home range (Roloff and Haufler 1997). For 

RMNP, each grid ce11 (30 X 30 meters) was assigned a home-range-Ievel habitat potential 

value from the HSI model based on lynx home range components (i.e., foraging, denning, 

and travel requirements; Rolo ff 1 99 8) (Figure 3 -6) 

An initial step in using Roloff and Haufler's (1997) viability approach was to 

determine the criteria for evaluating the habitat contour map (Roloff and Haufier 1997). 

This process consisted of two components moloff and Haufler 1997). First, the viability 

and marginal habitat quality thresholds were identified. These thresholds corresponded to 

home-range-level HSI scores. Home ranges consisting of habitats above the viability 

threshold were assumed-to be of sunicient quality to consistently contribute young to the 

population, even during lean resource years (Roloff and H a d e r  1997). Home ranges that 
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contained habitats between the marginal and viable habitat quality thresholds were 

assumed to sporadically contribute young to population viability in response to resource 

fluctuations (Rolo fT and Haufler 1 997). The viable and marginal HSI thresholds are best 

Inferred fiom *dies that relate fitness indicators, such as survivai rate, fecundity, litter 

size, and pregnancy rates, to habitat quality . Roloff and H a d e r  (1 997) examined studies 

that documented the relationship between prey abundance (as a surrogate for habitat 

quality), home range size, and the above mentioned fitness indicators for lynx. Based on 

a subjective evaluation of lynx fitness indicators to habitat quality, RoloE and Haufler 

(1997) set the lynx habitat viability threshold at 0.70 HSI for their example analysis. The 

underlying assumption to the viability andysis is that home ranges above this threshold 

have a long-terni growth rate >1 .O. For lack of any better estimates, this value was used 

as the home range viability threshold for this study. The marginal habitat quality 

threshold of 0.25 used in Roloff and Haufler's (1997) exarnple was also used for this 

shidy. Thus, it was assumed that home ranges <0.25 HSI did not contribute to long-term 

population growth regardless of resource condition (Roloff and Haufler 1997). 

The second component of Roloff and Haufler's (1997) viability h e w o r k  

consisted of estimating the arnounts of habitat required for functional home ranges. One 

required estimate is the smallest possible area that lynx will use if habitat is optimum. 

The assumption is made that if the habitat mode1 is properly calibrated, optimum HSI 

scores correspond to conditions in which no resources are limiting and the home range 

used by the organisrn is srnallest (Roloff and Haufler 1997). As habitat qudity decreases 

from optimum, lynx use larger areas and vice versa. Roloff and Haufier's (1 997) 

approach for calculating the allornetric home-range-size for lynx was used to establish the 

minimum habitat amount threshold. The allornetric home range was calculated using 

Harestad and Bunnell's (1 979) equation for carnivores. Using this equation, Roloff and 

Haufler (1997) calculated a minimum lynx home range as 250 ha based on the average 

weight of female lynx (8.5 kg as presented in Quinn and Parker 1987). A study 

conducted in Manitoba fiom 1972 to 1975 (Koom 1976) fomd the average length of 

fernale lynx associated with this region to be 91 cm (n=42), which is longer than the 82 

cm reported in Quinn and Parker (1987). Carbyn and Patriquin (1983) also repoaed that 

two females radio-collared in RMNP were 13.6 and 10.9 kg respectively, again, larger 
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than the 8.5 kg average reported by Qb and Parker (1987). Thus, Harestad and 

Bunnell's (1 979) allornetric equation for carnivores was recalculated for RMNP using a 

weight of 12.25 kg (average weight of Carbyn and Patriquin's (1983) female lynx). This 

process resulted in an aLlome~c home range of 399 ha for RMNP. It was assumed that 

areas srnaller than this would be insufncient to meet the spatial requisites of lynx 

regardless of the habitat quality (Roloff and H a d e r  1997). 

Utilizing the quality and quantity tbresholds, a habitat unit objective of 399 

habitat units was used as a critenon for evaluating the habitat contour map (Roloff and 

Hade r  1997). A habitat unit is defined as the product of HSI score and the 

correspondhg area p . S .  Fish and Wildlife SeMce 1981). Grid cells (900 m2) in the 

habitat contour rnap were aggregated, fiom highest to lowest quality sequentially, until 

the habitat unit objective was satisfied. Home ranges that met the habitat unit objective 

and had an average HSI score above 0.70 were deemed viable. Home ranges that met the 

habitat unit objective and had an average HSI score between 0.25 and 0.70 were 

marginal. The remaining habitat constituted non-viable home ranges. 

Once the thresholds and habitat unit objective were established, the habitat 

contour map for RMNP was evaluated. Following Roloff and Haufler's (1997) 

framework, the number and functionality of lynx home ranges in the Park was estimated 

and rnapped. In this analysis, the assumption was made that lynx home ranges do not 

overlap, so the viability estimate is conservative because studies (Saunders 1963, Brand 

and Keith 1979, Mech 1980, Carbyn and Patriquin 1983, Ward and Krebs 1985, Koehler 

1990) have demonstrated that lynx home ranges ofien overlap. 

Viability Analysis 

Assessing spatial viability is an important component to determine the 

contribution of a given habitat toward the long-term success of a population. An 

examination of viable home ranges depicted by Roloff and Haufler's (1997) h e w o r k  

on RMNP to an index of Iynx productivity was performed. During the winter of 1997- 

1998, data on lynx abundance was collected as part of a tracking survey conducted in 

RMNP. These data were collected in part to verify RolofPs (1998) lynx HSI model. A 
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full description of the tracking methodology can be found in Chapter 3 of this document. 

Information gathered for this study included location of lynx tracks, habitat class, as well 

as the number of lynx found at each track sighting. The lynx home range map was 

overlaid with the tracking results, noting individual and groups of aOUnals. The data 

gathered fkom this study does not provide enough information to be able to prove that 

groups of tracks were those of females with kittens althorigh anecdotal evidence suggests 

that this is typically the case, particularly in rnid-winter. Quinn and Parker (1987) stated 

that lynx may not be as anti-social as once thought. Two groups of lynx monitored by 

Carbyn and Patriquin (1983) were fernales and their kittens. Carbyn and Patriquin (1983) 

also reported seeing two females travelling together with their kittens. Parker et al. 

(1983) reported that on Cape Breton Island a group of three or four lynx travelling 

together were a female with kittens although another adult lynx would occasionally join 

the family group for a short penod of time. They also stated that two yearlings may travel 

together, or in late winter, two sets of tracks may be a male with a female (Parker et al. 

1 983). Koehler and Aubry (1 994) summarized research and found that the lynx breeding 

season occurs fiom late March to early ApriI at both northern and southem latitudes. 

Quinn and Parker (1987) stated that family groups break up at the onset of the short 

breeding season (mid-March and early Apd). Quinn and Parker (1987) also noted that 

adult lynx of the same sex seem hostile toward one another and thus keep exclusive home 

ranges. Hence, since the tracking penod was pnor to the breeding season, and based on 

anecdotal evidence from the literature, it is likely that groups of tracks in this study 

contained at least some kittens. Thus, it can be assumed that groups of lynx should be 

associated with viable home ranges. 

To examine whether groups of lynx were more closely associated with viable 

home ranges than solitary lynx, the average distance between lynx locations (groups and 

solitary anirnals) and viable home ranges was calculated using GIS. If lynx locations fell 

within a viable area, the distance was 0. For lynx locations external to viable habitat, the 

nearest straight-Iine distance to viable habitat was recorded. A Mann-Whitney U-test 

(Bailey 1995) was used to determine if there was a significant difference in distance to 

viable home ranges for group and single tracks. The nul1 hypothesis was that the group 

lynx tracks were the same distance nom viable home ranges as single lynx tracks (i.e., the 
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grouped lynx tracks and single lynx tracks have identical distributions or an identical 

mean distance to viable home range). 

RESULTS 

Habitat Potential 

Lynx home-range-level habitat potential for RMNP was assessed in Chapter 3. 

The spatial portrayal of lynx home-range-level habitat by Roloff s (1 998) HSI model 

(Figure 3.6) resulted in 239,873 ha of RMNP receiving an HSI score (see Chapter 3) 

(Table 3.1) n ie  output of the HSI model provided the input for the habitat-based 

population viability analysis in the form of a lynx home-range-level HSI rnap (habitat 

contour map) (Figure 3 -6). 

Viability Analysis 

Roloff and Haufler's (1 997) home-range-level viability criteria (0.70 HSI = 

viability threshold and 0.25 HSI = marginal threshold) and the habitat contour map were 

used to determine the fûnctionality of and to delineate lynx home ranges. The analysis 

indicated that RMNP contains the habitat potential for 427 lynx home ranges (Figure 4.1). 

Of those home ranges, approxirnately 170 were viable, 255 were marginal, and 2 were not 

viable (Table 4.1) (Figure 4.1). This approximation may be slightly under-estknated 

because the rnapping technique used resulted in some unclassified areas (see Chapter 3) 

that were not included in the viability analysis. Some of this unclassified area fell within 

a regenerating jackpine stand which is considered prime lynx habitat according to site 

experts. 

Al1 lynx track locations were within viable or marginal home range delineations. 

The majority of the Park (269,958 ha) was classified as viable or marginal (Figure 4.1). 

The Mann-Whitney U-test (Bailey 1995) indicated that there was a signifïcance 

difference in the mean distance to viable home ranges between groups of lynx and single 

lynx (U = 717, n (group of lynx) = 28 and n (single lynx) = 79, p = 0.005). The mean 
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Table 4.1. The functionality of lynx home ranges in 

Riding Mountain National Park based upon habitat potential. 

HOME RANGE FUNCTIONALITY NUMBER OF HOME RANGES AREA COVERED (ha) 

Viable (HSI 2 0.07) 

Marginal (HSI 2 0.25 < 0.07) 

Non-viable (HSI > 0.25) 
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distance of groups of lynx to viable home ranges was 522 meters. The mean distance of 

single lynx to viable home ranges was 1200 meters. The 95% confidence iimit for groups 

of lynx was 177 to 868 meters. The 95% conficience limit for single lynx was 879 to 

1520 meters. The nuli hypothesis that groups of lynx and single lynx would occur at 

sirnilar distances fiom viable home ranges was rejected. Groups of lynx were found 

signincantly closer to viable home ranges than single lynx. 

DISCUSSION 

Lynx home range viability in RMNP was examined using Roloff and Hauflerts 

(1 997) population viability modelling fiamework This fiamework appeared to be a 

useful tool to ident* viable, marginal, and non-viable lynx home ranges within RMNP. 

As such, RMNP managers can use the fknework to examine the past, present, and future 

viability of lynx for the Park. 

Relative to RMNP1s objectives regarding population viability management, Parks 

Canada Policy (Department of Canadian Heritage 1994) and management guidelines 

specific to RMNP (Riding Mountain National Park Round Table 1996, Ecosystem 

Conservation Plan Team 1997) provide a fiamework for "responsible management 

decisions" and the promotion of "the protection of ecosystems and natural habitat, (and) 

the maintenance and recovery of viable wild populations of species" (Department of 

Canadian Heritage 1994). Although the land management plan developed for RMNP 

cdls for the sustenance of the "key species and processes", the plan currently excludes 

lynx. The reason for this omission is unclear, but may be due to a lack of information 

about lynx in RMNP. The lynx's histoncal range, which includes RMNP, is generally 

intact (Quinn and Parker 1987) and thus, lynx are part of the natural biota. The 

relationship between lynx numbers and the snowshoe hare population cycle has been 

documented for decades, particularly in the boreal regions of the lynx's range. Although 

the relationship between these two species is not completely understood, it is part of the 

natural processes that occur within the RMNP region and thus should be considered 

essential to the ecological integrity of the region. Riding Mountain National Park is a 

representative of the southem boreal plains and plateaux region of Canada. It is the 
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mission of RMNP to conserve this region and encourage natural1y evolving ecosystems 

(Riding Mountain National Park Round Table 1996). The ECP also emphasizes the 

population dynamics of indicator species. Thus, identifjkg species that are indicators of 

overall ecological integrity and setting up monitoring plans for those species is a Park 

priority. With these goals in mind, the viability of lynx in RMNP was examined. 

Roloff and Hader's (1997) fkmework helped estimate lynx viability for W. 

Roloff and Haufler (1997) described a home range as the area needed to meet the life 

requisites of lynx. Due to the diversity of home range sizes reported in the Iiteratme 

(summarized in Koehler and Aubry 1994) as wefl as the constantly changing home range 

size due to habitat dynamics and fluctuations in prey, Harestad and BunneUrs (1 979) 

ailometric home range equation was used to estimate a minimum home-range-sized area 

for RMNP lynx (399 ha). The allometric home range was used in the analysis to 

"benchmark" what optimum habitat conditions mean to lynx. It provides the capability to 

develop habitat unit objectives because it "bounds" the system, i.e., it provides a link 

between optimum habitat and area requirements. This minimum area needed to provide a 

viable lynx home range, combined with the HSI analysis (Chapter 3 and Roloff 1998) 

using the framework described in Roloff and Haufler (1997) resulted in the spatial 

delineation of home ranges for RMNP. The viabiLity analysis suggested that based on the 

Park's present habitat, RMNP is capable of supporting 427 lynx home ranges. An 

irnplicit assumption in the mode1 (Roloff and Haufler 1997) is that lynx home ranges do 

not overlap. This assurnption is refûted in the literature (Saunders 1963, Brand and Keith 

1979, Mech 1980, Carbyn and Patriquin 1983, Ward and Krebs 1985, Koehler 1990) and 

therefore it is recognized that this analysis may have underestimated the number of home 

ranges. The amount and degree of spatial overlap of Lynx home ranges varies 

geographically, temporally, and by the home range estimation technique (Saunders 1963, 

Brand and Keith 1979, Mech 1980, Carbyn and Patriquin 1983, Ward and Krebs 1985, 

Koehler 1 990). In RMNP, Carbyn and Patriquin (1 983) found inconclusive evidence that 

home ranges overlapped. 

It is impomt  to note that the framework (Roloff and Haufler 1997) discussed 

herein is habitat-based ody, and not sensitive to hare fluctuations or density-dependent 
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effects. This study indexed habitat potential as related to lynx viability. it did not 

establish lynx density and thus it is recommended that telemetry or another density 

estimation technique be used to estimate the actual number of lynx that the Park contains. 

Setthg population goals for lynx in RMNP in the absence of empiricd data on 

productivity or fitness is an arduous task. Since habitat is a major component of the 

survival of any species, habitat-based analysis can be used to postulate the status of the 

lynx population into the fùture. For management purposes, it is useful to benchmark the 

Park's existing conditions against past and future habitat conditions and lynx numbers. 

Roloff s (1 998) Iynx HSI modelling f-ework performed on RMNP demonstrated that 

lynx foraging habitat was the most limiting habitat component (Chapter 3). Many 

anthropogenic factors have contributed to this situation. An examination of these 

elements will permit RMNP managers to understand the historical impacts on lynx 

habitat and ultirnately guide decisions about fiiture lynx viability. 

Lynx are an indigenous species of RMNP, with trapping records for Canada 

dating back to the early 1700's (Elton and Nicholson 1942). Early successional forests 

are required by lynx for foraging (Koehler and Brittell 1990). Fire, although initially 

detrimental, will create early successional habitat that is conducive to good hare habitat 

and thus is an important component of good lynx habitat (Koehler and Bnttell 1990). 

The RMNP area was described as "a disturbance forest, usudly maintained in youth and 

hedth by fiequent fire" (Rowe 1 961). Whitaker et al. (1 994) stated that Native people's 

activities and the fur trade had negligible effects on vegetation development in the RMNP 

area in cornparison to the impacts fiom Europem settlement. The onset of European 

settlement resulted in the tilling of native grassland cover types and a reduction in the 

fkequency of large prairie fires. Also, logging and railways were established, and t o m s  

and f m s  were developed (Whitaker et al. 1994). These direct and indirect effects on 

lynx habitat undoubtedly had a sudden, negative influence on the spatial structure and 

viability of lynx home ranges within RMNP. 

During post-European settlement prior to 1895, poorly administered logging and 

deliberately set fires shaped the ecology of the RMNP area (Sentar Consultants Limited 

1992). Most small fire locations were never recorded, however, in 1890 two large fires 

bumed over 70% of the western portion of RMNP. Also, Tunstell(1940) stated that fkes 
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were especially severe between 1885 and 1889 during which several thousand acres 

burned. The creation of the Riding Moutain Forest Reserve in 1895 was done to protect 

the area but logging and the burning of b m h  piles were still permitted. It was during this 

time that many settlers anived in the area In the early 1 9001s, the region's white spmce 

was reported as scarce. The area was being replaced by poplar, which thrived in the 

semi-prairie conditions that resulted fiom extensive fies and logging. Reports fiom the 

1908 Department of the Interior (reported in Sentar Consultants Limited 1992) stated that, 

with few exceptions, this area had Little "mature timber" le& and was covered with 5-20 

year old stands of aspen and some jackpine. The fies reportedly eliminated much of the 

white spruce in what is now the western portion of the Park. In 1895, approximately 

1 3,000 ha were burned in the north-east portion of the Park, and in that same year, 1,8 00 

ha were bumed in the south-eastem part of what is now RMNP. The level of £ire activity 

varied during the early 19001s. For example, the Department of the Intenor reports 

(reported in Sentar Consultants Limited 1992) 42 fires in the Riding Momtain area in 

19 12 and almost no fires in 19 14. Lynx were reported as being extirpated fiorn thePark 

between 19 10 and 1930, although it is known that lynx have persisted in RMNP since the 

first decade after the Park's officiai opening (Park Resource Management Team 1979) in 

193 3. By the 1 920ts, there was a well-developed warden service and fire roads and look- 

out towers and thus, the occurrence of f ~ e  was greatly reduced. Riding Mountain 

National Park was formally designated as a national park in 1930 and officially opened in 

1933 (Ecosystem Conservation Plan Team 1997). By 1935, most timber harvesting was 

abolished fiom RMNP, however, logghg activity was still pemütted in fie-killed stands 

and in other areas where tree thllining was considered beneficial to the health of the forest 

(Tabulenas 1983). In the mid-1 9601s, timber harvesting stopped. From 1940- 1978, 

4 1,000 ha of area bumed as the result of 167 fires, of which 85% were human-caused. 

The area bumed was greatly reduced after 1930, with the exception of major bums in 

1940 (Whitewater Lake), 196 1 (Gunn Lake), and 1980 (Rolling River) (Caners and 

Kenkel 1998). Therefore, it is apparent that the fue regime has been altered significantly 

since European settlement. The change in this regime has altered the successional pattern 

of RMNP, ultimately changing the type and distribution of habitat available to lynx. 

These disturbances undoubtedly influenced lynx home range viability and lynx 
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populations, especialiy since snowshoe hare habitat is typically enhanced by fire and 

logging (Quinn and Parker 1 987, Koehler and Brittell 1 990, Koehler and Aubry 1 994). 

Lynx foraging habitat depends on snowshoe hare habitat quality and abundance (Chapter 

3) and thus, if snowshoe hare habitat is altered across large areas, the effects will npple 

throughout the lynx population and alter viability. 

Little information exists on lynx population numbers in the RMNP region before 

European settlement. Elton and Nicholson (1942) summarized lynx harvest retums 

coliected by the Hudson Bay Fur Company that dated back to the early 1700's. Riding 

Mountain National Park was part of an area classined as the "Winnipeg Bash." Harvest 

peaks were much higher during the periods of uncontrolled natural disturbances and @or 

to European settlement in the RMNP region in the late 1800's. Elton and Nicholson 

(1942) noted that the smallpox epidemic could account for the reduced harvest levels in 

the 1880's and 1 8901s, however, it can be hypothesized that major alterations to lynx and 

snowshoe hare habitat caused by human activity could have also contributed to fewer 

lynx numbers. Also noteworthy is that lynx harvests continued to decline for the first 

three decades of the 19001s, which corresponds to the period of altered habitat disturbance 

regimes (such as f ~ e ) .  Concurrently, there was an apparent extirpation of lynx in the 

RMNP area somewhere between 19 10 and 1930. Five lynx: were reported to have 

migrated fiom the Duck Mountains in 1939-40 and wardens reported seeing lynx 

occasionally in the winter of 1940 (Park Resource Management Team 1979). It was also 

reported that a "fair" number of lynx were seen in the Rolling River area by 1955, and 

several tracks were seen on the east escarpment in 1962. The document reported several 

lynx being seen in the Rolling River and east escarpment areas since 1975. Therefore, it 

appears that protection provided by the Park has aided in the Iynx's recolonization of 

RMNP. Manitoba's lynx harvest (Figure 1.3) has also been recorded since 19 19. These 

numbers correspond to the approximate 10-year cycle of lynx. The magnitude of harvest 

peaks, at l e s t  until the mid-1 980ts, correspond to the maximum numbers of lynx taken 

from the Manitoba region in the late 1 800's. It is difficult t o  determine the reason (end of 

the fur trade, sociological or econornic reasons) for the decline in lynx harvests during the 

late 1 800fs, however, it is known that habitat in RMNP has changed signincantly over 
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that time due to human intervention. Cornparhg lynx harvest data with landscape 

alterations, it c m  be hypothesized that Lynx population viability has been decreased due to 

human disturbance through habitat alteration. This hypothesis could be tested using 

Roloff and Hader's (1997) fiamework before and after European settlement within the 

RMNP area. This analysis would require the reconstruction of vegetation rnaps to the 

appropriate time penods. It would provide managers with an idea of lynx home range 

structure within the Park prior to human manipulation which could guide population 

viability goals within RMNP. 

Lynx require a mosaic of landscape characteristics for optimum habitat conditions 

(Koehler and Aubry 1994). As demonstrated above, the composition of the Park's current 

landscape was influenced by logging, fire, grazing, and hay ing (Ecosy stem Conservation 

Plan Tearn 1997). These factors have disappeared, with the exception of prescribed 

burning and the rare occurrence of wildnres. As a result, the Park is moving toward an 

old successional forest which is unsuitable for long-term lynx population persistence. 

Chapter 3 demonstrated that the foraging component of lynx habitat is the limiting factor 

in RMNP. Since European settlement in the RMNP area, fire suppression has resulted in 

the loss of a successional mosaic landscape deemed important to lynx. Further 

progression toward mono-aged forests, due to a lack of natwal disturbances, will 

ultimately decrease the viability of RMNP's lynx population. As such, it is important to 

ide&@ where subpopulations of lynx exist, determine the comectivity between these 

subpopulations, and establish what areas are viable. Provision of these viable areas is 

important for ensuring that the lynx population will persist during poor hare years. This 

in50rmation is important for making sound management decisions on landscape 

composition and configuration relative to lynx viability. 

Population viability objectives should be set at the landscape level according to 

Rolo ff and Haufler (1 997). Most populations, hcluding lynx, ofien con& of spatially 

discontinuous subpopulations. Subpopulations refer to individuals that are not spatially 

disjunct fiom other individuals (Etoloff and Haufler 1997). Lynx in RMNP probably 

constitute a subpopulation because of geographic isolation (Figure 1.2). Viable habitat, 

although patchy in distribution, is not separated by insurmountable movement barriers 
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within the Park (Figure 3.5). As high quality habitat is lost, the ability for RMNP lynx to 

interact may change, but at present, this does not seem to pose a probIem (Figure 3.5). 

Another potential subpopulation of lynx likely exists in Duck Mountain Provincial Park, 

approximately 5 lon north of RMNP (Figure 1.2)- Although this subpopdation is well 

within the dispersal distance of lynx, these two areas are separated by expanses of non- 

habitat (agrîcultural land with minimal forested area)@igure 1.2). In addition, o d y  a 

very small portion of the two parks lie within 5 km of one another. The distance between 

the two refugia is generally much greater. T'us, overail animal dispersal between the 

subpopulations is likely limited by landscape structure. 

RoloEand Hader's (1997) fiamework could also be used to project habitat 

conditions for lynx into the future thus assisting managers in estimating RMNP's 

potential for supporting viable lynx populations. Caners and Kenkel(1998) modelled the 

vegetation dynamics of RMNP. Eight vegetation types were identified, and successional 

trajectories determined. Caners and Kenkel(1998) portrayed the hypothesized, 

deterministic changes to the RMNP vegetation over time. Part of the successional 

changes in the Park were related to fire frequency although the extent was minimized by 

fire control measures. The extent of wildfïre influence was unknown. Fire suppression 

since the 1920's has greatly reduced the £ire fkequency and extent in the Park. Bailey 

(1 968) reported that the f ie  r e m  period was 134 years in 1940 and was 409 years by 

1965. The suppressed influence of fire will presumably Lead the Park into late- 

successional stands, potentially threatening habitat for species that utilize new, 

regenerating forests such as snowshoe hare. It is known that lynx require a mosaic of 

successional stages for various life requisites (Koehler and Brittell 1990, Washington 

Department of Wildlife 1993, Koehler and Aubry 1994). As previously discussed, one 

requisite is associated with young, regenerating forests that support hares (Koehler and 

Brittell 1990, Koehler and Aubry 1994). Since lynx feed primarily on snowshoe hare, 

areas that support hare are vital for the persistence of a lynx population in RMNP. In 

RMNP, it appears thaî foraging habitat is the limiting factor for lynx. Therefore, the 

philosophy of managing RMNP outside of its histoncal disturbance regimes will most 

likely be detrimental to the persistence of the lynx population. 

 AS:^ starting point to identie lynx population viability goals for RMNP, it is 
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recognized that information is lacking on lynx productivity and fitness. These data are 

needed to generate a so-cdled reliable estimate of a minimum viable population. A 

persistence model presented in Belovsky (1 987) (that ignores habitat condition), depicted 

the population size and area (km2) needed for a 95% chance of persistence for v&ow 

sized mammals for 100 and I O00 years respectively. According to this crude model, at 

just under 3000 krc? RMNP is large enough to ensure the persistence of a lynx-sized 

animal for 100 years, but not for LOO0 yem. However, according to the model (Belovslq 

1987) the Park does not contain a high enough lynx population to ensure that the species 

wiU persist over the next 100 years. Belovsiq (1987) stated that this cmde model c m  

provide managers with a "rule of thumb" approach when designing and managing 

refuges. Other estimates to predict viable population sizes range from 50 to 5000 

individuals (as summarized by Roloff and H a d e r  1 997), a range that is too broad for 

management purposes. 

Based on the viability analysis presented herein and in the absence of lynx 

productivity and fitness data, it was assumed that the RMNP lynx subpopulation is a 

source area for lynx in Manitoba. This assumption was made because lynx were known 

to have recolonized the Park in about 1939 and have been present in varying numbers 

since then (Park Resource Management Team 1979). It is most likely that the long-terni 

persistence of RMNP lynx require interchange with other wilderness regions such as the 

Duck Mountains to the northwest and the Interlake region tu the northeast. This 

interchange is important in order to maintain genetic diversity and to provide sources of 

recolonization when detrimental environmental stochasities occur. In addition, Lynx are 

vulnerable to trapping pressure, especially during periods of hare scarcity (Brand and 

Keith 1979, Parker et al. 1983, Bailey et al. 1986, Quinn and Parker 1987). Historically, 

trapping pressure has been extensive in areas surrounding the Park and Carbyn and 

Patriquin (1 983) speculated that the Park's lynx population may become extirpated if 

trapping pressure was high during periods of low hare populations. Conservation efforts, 

such as provincial trapping moratoriums during lynx population lows may be important to 

ensure the sustainability of the RMNP lynx population. It is assumed that with these 

factors in place, RMNP's lynx population could be considered viable. It is therefore 

recommended that Park managers maintain at least the status quo in terms of lynx 
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numbers, recogniMg that the numbers will fl uctuate dramatically during population 

peaks and fdls. To maintain the existing population, a long-term monitoring project of 

both habitat and population numbers is needed. In time, managers will be able to relate 

habitat potential to the dynamics of the lynx population. If either habitat or demographics 

become more limiting, then adaptive management will need to be implemented. 

The RMNP lynx population should be monitored throughout die entire population 

cycle. During periods of hare population lows, lynx are most vulnerable to various 

mortality factors such as disease, starvation, kitten mortality, and human influences such 

as trapping (Koehler and Aubry 1994). Also during these times, environmental 

stochasities could have the greatest impact on the lynx population because of the insular 

nature of the Park making immigration and emigration difncult if not impossible. It is 

during these times that the areas classined as hi& quality lynx habitat (0.70 - 1 .O0 HSI) 

(Figure 3.6) would be used by lynx. The viable home ranges during these times would be 

the areas that wodd produce kittens (or maintain them sufficiently to reach adulthood). 

Therefore, the monitoring program that has been established (Chapter 5) should focus 

especially on the population trends of lynx during their population low. If the population 

appears to be falling lower and lower at the botiom of each cycle, it suggests that some 

type of additional management must be implemented. This may include using Roloff and 

Haufler's (1997) framework to see where new viable home ranges could be established, or 

recommending lower trapping quotas for the surroundhg regions, decreasing the trapping 

season around the perimeter of the Park, or other factors. Monitoring is the first step in 

providing managers baseline data to use when making these types of decisions. 

It is recommended that managers pay close attention to maintainhg or restoring 

viable lynx habitat to assist in maintainhg a viable lynx population through low hare and 

lynx population cycles. The results fiom applying Roloff and Haufler's (1997) viability 

analysis approach to RMNP revealed that groups of lynx were associated with viable 

home ranges significantly more than solitary lynx. This fïnding strengthens evidence 

supporting the validity of Roloff and Hader's (1 997) fiamework. Viable home ranges 

are presumed to have a population growth rate >1 .O (Roloff and Hader 1997). Marginal 

home ranges are presumed to not contribute to population viability during times of 

resource s&ity, and non-viable populations do not contribute to population viability. 
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Therefore, it is essential that managers maintain viable home ranges on a "no-net-loss" 

basis to ensure that the RMNP lynx population remains stabls (relative to its natural 

population cycle). Roloff and Hautler's (1997) model appeared to be a useful tool for 

estimating viable lynx home ranges, therefore, this model should be used to assist 

managers in monitoring home range viability based upon habitat potential in RMNP. 
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

SUMNLaRY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Riding Mountain National Park managers are iegislated to manage the Park with 

ecological integrity as their primary goal (NationaI Parks Act 1989). The viability of 

indigenous species is woven into the core of ecological integrity. Therefore, studying 

species viability is important to help assess the level of ecological integrity of a region. It 

dso aids in Park management by emphasizing scientific research (a requirement of 

national park policy) in planning. This study demonstrated and verified a methodology 

for incorporating lynx Uito RMNP's ecologicai assessment. 

A lynx habitat assessment methodology (Roloff 1998) was demonstrated and 

verified for RMNP. The study included gathering site-specific information on the 

foraging, denning, and interspersion habitat available to lynx in RMNP. A home-range- 

level output was generated for each of these components. It was estimated that foraging 

habitat was the limiting factor to lynx in RMNP since less than 1% of the classified area 

provided optimum foraging whereas approxirnately 79% provided optimum denning 

habitat and about 57% provided o p h u m  interspersion habitat. It was also recognized 

that this limiting factor would becorne especially detrimental to lynx during poor resource 

years (i.e., low hare populations), or if early successional forests (i.e., snowshoe hare 

habitat) are taken out of the Park's landscape. 

Foraging, denning, and interspersion habitat are all deemed critical to the long 

term population viability of lynx, therefore, these components were combined to 

determine home-range-level habitat suitability for lynx (Roloff 1998). The output was an 

estimate of the quality and quantity of habitat available to lynx in the form of a habitat 

suitability rnap (also termed habitat contour map). The majority of the Park's habitat was 

classified as moderate HSI value (between 0.30-0.59 HSI). 

Roloff s (1 998) mode1 was verined by exarnining lynx track data gathered durhg 
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the wiaters of 1997 and 1998. Using a fine habitat resolution (9 HSI: classes) there was a 

significant clifference between habitat use versus availability. However, only the lowest 

quality class (0.00-0.09 HSI) showed a significant difference (i.e., it was used less than 

expected). The analysis was perfonned on a coarser resolution (3 grouped habitat 

classes) and once again, a significant difference was found between habitat use versus 

availability. At p=0.20, the lowest and highest habitat classes were used differently than 

expected (the lowest HSI class was used less than expected and the highest HSI class was 

used more than expected in proportion to availability). Potential bias with the 1997-1998 

survey could have iduenced these resultç. 

Further assessrnent of the RMNP landscape was performed by analyzhg the lynx 

population viability of the Park based upon habitat potential. Roloff and Haufler's (1 997) 

framework was utiLized to establish the number and functionality of home ranges within 

Park boundaries. This was accomplished by combining the concept of habitat 

requirements and allornetrics to establish a home-range-level lynx HSI map (Roloff and 

Haufler 1997). Marginal (0.25 HSI) and viable (0.70 HSI) habitat quality thresholds as 

suggested by Roloff and Haufler (1997) were used in the analysis. The habitat contour 

map generated by the HSI mode1 was assessed for a habitat unit objective of 399 

(descnbed in Rolo ff and Haufler 1 997) to delineate the Park into non-viable, marginal, 

and viable habitats. This analysis estimated that the Park contains approximately 170 

viable, 255 marginal, and 2 non-viable home ranges. The home ranges that are 

considered viable (i-e., have an average HSI score of 20.7) are estimated to have a 

population growth rate >1 .O. Marginal home ranges (HSI between 0.25 and 0.69) are 

estimated to contribute to the lynx population sporadically, depending on resource 

availability, and non-viable home ranges (<0.25 HSI) are estimated not to contribute to 

lynx population viability (Roloff and Haufler 1997). The Mann-Whitney U-test found 

groups of lynx tracks were significantly closer to viable home ranges than solitary lynx 

tracks. Therefore, Roloff and Haufler's (1997) fiamework appeared to reasonably reflect 

viable, marginal, and non-viable home ranges. 

Histoncal disturbances to the Park that iduenced vegetation structure and 

composition hcluded logging, grazing, and changes to the fie reghe. Anthropogenic 

disturbances undoubtedly had an influence on lynx habitat and populations. It is likely 
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that the spatid arrangement and number of viable, marginal, and non-viable lynx home 

ranges were af3ected by these vegetation changes to the landscape. This seems to be 

evident in trapping records where a large decline in the number of pelts occurred 

concurrently with the large intlwc of European settlers into the present-day RMNP region. 

However, other factors, such as decreased trapping effort, could have added to this drop. 

Managers can use Roloff and Haufier's (1997) framework to examine the effects 

of their management decisions on the viability of lynx home ranges in RMNP. This 

analysis could be enhanced by projecting the successional changes that the landscape will 

undergo and subsequently applying the fiamework to the projected GIS maps. Therefore, 

Roloff and Hader's (1 997) h e w o r k  is useful for RMNP managers to help predict 

present and fiiture lynx population trends. 

Habitat potential modelling is a usefiil tool for Iand managers. Such analyses can 

help establish planning objectives based on the best available information without 

requiring extensive and expensive demographic data collection. This is not to Mply that 

demographic data are not required or preferred to develop or ver@ habitat models nor 

that models will be entirely accurate, but in cases where baseline demographic data are 

scant or non-existent, habitat modelling can certainly provide a cursory step to develop 

and implement management strategies. This project was undertaken to assist RMNP 

managers in assessing habitat potential for lynx in the Park and to provide a planning 

approach that addresses the long-term survival of one of its indigenous species. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Management of the lynx population in RMNP must focus on factors both intemal 

and extemal to the Park boundaries. Habitat is a key factor to a species' sumival and a 

factor that Park managers can confxo1. Such management can include habitat 

enhancement, restoration, and monitoring. These factors are essential since without 

suitable habitat, no amount of management in any other regime will permit lynx to 

continue to exist in RMNP. Other factors are also important to the whole concept of 
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species protection. For RMNP lynx, extemal factors play critical roles in lynx 

conservation. For example, trapping quotas and seasons around the perimeter of the Park 

should correspond to the lynx's natural population cycles (Quinn and Parker 1987). 

Another crucial aspect is the involvement of multiple stakeholders since wildlife 

considerations extend beyond political boundaries of the Park. Lynx, Iike al1 species, 

require genetic diversity to maintain a healthy and viable population. Travel linkages to 

areas outside the Park may be important to provide access to external resources but also 

to provide new population sources in the event of environmental stochasities within 

RMNP. 

Teamwork -is vital to the management of any large-scale species. RMNP would 

benefit fiom participating in open dialogue with various stakeholders about the lynx 

research occurring in RMNF and asking for their input. Interested parties may include 

Manitoba Department of Nahiral Resources, Duck Mountain Provincial Park, trappers, 

landowners, First Nations groups, various environmental groups, surrounding school 

groups, the Riding Mouatain Biosphere Reserve, universities, and other lynx researchers. 

Working with these individuals and groups would create better understanding of RMNP 

lynx population trends, habitat requirements and usage, and benefits of a persistent lynx 

population. 

Monitoring the lynx population within RMNP will help establish comparative 

data for land managers, both within and outside Park boundaries. It will establish 

whether lynx populations in RMNP are increasing or decreasing in synchrony with the 

predictable 1 O-year cycle (Elton and Nicholson 1942, Nellis et al. 1972, Brand et al. 

1976, Brand and Keith 1979). If the cycling is not o c c d g  as predicted, managers can 

make decisions regarding the aberration. These decisions may involve M e r  study, 

habitat alteration, influencing the trapping regulations, or other manipulations. Another 

advantage is that by annual monitoring, managers can determine if the lynx population 

peaks remain at a constant level. If, for example, the magnitude of population peaks is 

declining, it is reasonable cause for M e r  investigation into habitat availability, disease, 

over-trapping, human presence, or other stresses that may affect lynx. 
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SPECIFIC RECOMlMENDATIONS 

1) Monitor lynx population trends and habitat usage. 

There are two goals of a lynx monitoring program in RMNP. First is' to index 

lynx numbers. The second is to index the status of lynx habitat in RMNP. The latter is to 

assess whether overalI lynx habitat is increasing or decreasing, and to estimate how the 

spatial arrangement of habitat is changing. This step is described in RecommendatiUn 2. 

Monitoring lynx population trends is the most tangible measure of the health of 

the RMNP lynx population. Like most wildlife species, it is impossible to detennine a 

complete count for a specific population (Quinn and Parker 1987). Thus, it is 

recommended that an annual snow-tracking monitoring program be continued. The 

fiamework for the annual monitoring has already been established by this project. A 

similar method, with slight modifications, is recommended for future monitoring 

(Appendix C). 

A telemetry study should be initiated to more fully document lynx habitat use and 

fitness. This type of study could provide lynx demographic data, relative to habitat class 

usage specific to RMNP. The study could also examine how lynx are using the habitat 

classes as classified by Roloff s (1998) lynx HSI model. For example, are areas classified 

as prime denning areas or viable home ranges actually being used for denning? The same 

question could be applied to the foraging and interspersion habitats. 

2) Monitor composition and structure of the ecological land units 

and use the information to develop updated lynx HSI maps. 

Standardized and regular monitoring of the ecological land units classified in this 

study should be performed. Two types of monitoring wodd be required. First, the 

vegetation map for the Park wodd need to be periodically updated, and second, 

additional vegetation data should be collected to strengthen the vegetation database used 

in the habitat andysis. 

It is recommended that the Park repeat the satellite image process to map existing 

vegetation within ten years and at regular ten-year intervals fiom that period on. In 

addition, groud-truthing of these images must be performed to monitor changes in 
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species composition, horizontal cover, vertical cover, stem diameter, basal area, canopy 

cover, tree height, and tree density. It is suggested that vegetation monitoring be 

perfomed at pemanently located plots (a minimum of 3 plots per ecologicd land unit) 

that are re-visited at 5-year intervals. These type of data would provide managers with 

data to predict the successional sequence of ecological land units. 

Roloff s (1998) lynx HSI modelling fiamework should be applied to the data 

generated fkom the updated vegetation maps. The quality and quantity of hare and Lynx 

habitat could then be temporally assessed thus facilitating appropriate management 

actions. 

3) Use fire as a management tool in RMNP to help restore 

successiona1 diversity within the Park. 

This study emphasized the importance of a mosaic of successional stages required 

by lynx. In RMNP, lynx forage habitat was estimated to be the limiting factor on lynx 

habitat quality. Less than 1% of the Park was classified as optimum forage habitat. 

These are the areas that will be especially cntical to lynx during the snowshoe hare 

population decline sime that is where hares will most likely thrive during these years. 

Bumed (Fox 1978, Bailey et al. 1986, Quinn and Parker 1987, Koehler 1990) or 

logged (Parker et al. 1983, Keith 1990, KoehIer and Aubry 1994) areas cm provide good 

hare habitat. In RMNP, this observation was made during this study in the 1980 Rolling 

River Fire burn area, where hare sign was abundant (personal observation). Fire 

provided a mosaic of successional stages and cover types in the landscape which offered 

optimum lynx habitat. Fire exclusion in RMNP has permitted vegetation in the Park to 

"develop a disproportionately large area of old forest stands" (Ecosystem Conservation 

Plan Team 1997). Thus, burns codd help restore a vegetation mosaic to the Park. 

Logging is not a management option in RMNP as dictated by legislation. Therefore, fue 

is the only feasible option that can be implemented. It is recommended that the current 

prescribed buniuig program continue and potentidly be expanded. Presently, in RMNP, 

prescribe f i e s  have only been allowed to burn in grasslands containhg few trees. 

Permitting wooded areas to bum is also recommended. Fires that burn in a wooded area 
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wodd provide new growth areas for foraging, intenningled with cover types suitable for 

denning and interspersion due to the patchy nature of bums. The Rolling River f ie  was 

an uncontrolled fire that bumed through a wooded area of the Park. The best habitat for 

lynx in RMNP, according to the HSI model, occurred in that burned area because of the 

high quality foraging, denning, and interspersion values that was left behind by the fie. 

Permitting wildfires to bum would aIso be advantageous to hare and lynx habitat, 

however, it is understood that the political nature of such events submerges any such 

possibility . 
The details of the types of prescribed bums is beyond the scope of this study, 

however, it is recommended that the burns be scattered throughout the RMNP's landscape 

leaving a patchwork of ideal hare and lynx habitat throughout the area. This would help 

to spread out suitable habitat, potentialiy enhancing the lynx population viability of 

RMNP. 

4) Examine the historical habitat availability of lynx in the area that 

is currently RMNP. 

Digitize the histon'cal vegetation structure of the RMNP area at various time 

intervals, pre-European settlement. Constnict rnaps dating as far back as the early 1700's 

so that lynx harvest data gathered fiom the Hudson's Bay Company codd be compared to 

habitat availability within the area of RMNP. Apply Roloff s (1998) lynx HSI fimework 

and Roloff and Haufier's (1997) population viability fiamework to examine the historical 

lynx habitat quality and quantity, and home range viability available within the RMNP 

area. This information could provide baseline information about the state of ecological 

integrity of RMNP area during that tirne. Managers could use the information as a 

comparative tool against which to rneasure the current state of the Park's ecological 

integrity. In other words, the quality and quanti@ of hare and lynx habitat could be 

examined pior and post European settlement. Lynx population numbers and trends 

could then be compared to the habitat availability. This information wodd provide one 

measure of the health of RMNP's current state of ecological integrity. 

The information could also be used by managers to develop a goal for the quality 
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and quantity of lynx habitat as well as the number of viable and marginal lynx home 

ranges that should exist in the Park for the long-tem survival of a lynx population in the 

area. 

5) Digitize projected successional changes and apply Roloff and 

Haufler's (1997) population viability model. 

Succession wilI inevitably occur. The projected successional patterns for RMNP 

are presented by Caners and Kenkel(1998). As succession changes the landscape, lynx 

habitat will also change. For example, areas that were once classified as prime lynx 

foraging habitat will progress into varying quality and quantity levels of interspersion and 

denning habitat. As the landscape continues to change, the spatial arrangement and 

fiinctionality of lynx home ranges will also change. As outlined in Chapter 4, it is 

recommended that the projected successional changes in RMNP be digitized to help 

assess what type of habitat will be available, not only to lynx, but to al1 species of RMNP. 

Frameworks like Roloff and Haufler's (1997) habitat potential model could then be used 

to estimate population trends of various species. Such analysis codd help managers look 

into the future and plan management strategies, such as prescnbed bums, that would best 

lead them toward the goal of ecological integrity. 

6) Examine lynx habitat usage of the forested between RMNP and 

other wildlife refugia, such as Duck Mountain Provincial Park 

and the Interlake region. 

Currently, it is unknown the extent that lynx use the travel comdors that exist 

outside RMNP's boundarîes. Maintainhg and perhaps restoring travel comdors between 

RMNP and Duck Mountain Provincial Park, as well as between RMNP and the Interlake 

region is very important in the preservation of many species, not just lynx. A special 

consideration for lynx is that they tend to avoid open areas >100 meters in width (Koehler 

1 990). This trend appears warranted in that RMNP lynx, based on subjective observation 

durhg our tracking surveys, tended to travel around large fiozen lakes or open spaces. 

The components of suitable travel habitat can be found in Chapter 3. Population genetics 
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data show that isolated populations with few individuals will eventually suffer nom 

genetic depletion (Lande and Barrowclough 1987). Therefore, maintainhg genetic 

interchange is essential for a heaithy and viable population in the long run. Evidence 

suggests that the Park is becoming increasingly isolated fiom the swounding landscape. 

Satellite photography of RMNP (Figure 1.2) shows the island geography of the Park. The 

reduction in vegetation areas between RMNP and the Duck Mountains is displayed in 

Figure 5.1 which shows diminishing travel comdors for wildlife between the two parks 

(Walker and Kenkel 1997). T~us,  working with other agencies to progress toward 

sustaining and re-creating those comdors will aid in the distribution of genetic material 

7) Initiate a study to examine the genetic health of RMNP's lynx 

population. 

Further studies that focus on genetic variability should be conducted on lynx in 

RMNP. Such measures would provide information that could be used in making 

management decisions. For exarnple, if the lynx monitoring program developed by this 

study revealed aberrations in the lynx population, habitat-based reasons could be 

examined because of the habitat-based study. Genetic Monnation wodd allow managers 

to examine other reasons for the unexpected population changes. In addition, genetic 

information wodd be useful to develop a minimum viable popudtion estimate for 

RMNP. Therefore, an organized genetic testing siudy should be undertaken to ensure that 

the RMNP lynx population exhibits genetic diversity. One possible method would be to 

gather genetic materid fiom lynx trapped dong the border of RMNP. Another suitable 

method would be to use lynx hair snagging stations. Either of these methods would 

provide managers with useful data. Genetic data wouid provide managers with a scientific 

bais  upon which to make important management decisions. Only scientific studies c m  

help managers predict the necessary measures to ensure the survival of lynx, or any other 

species. The alternative to study is "wait and see", however, the npple effects of a 

crippled link in the ecological chah is not an acceptable means of ensuring the ecologicd 

integrity of the region. 
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Kilometers 

Figure 5.1 The corridor linking Riding Mountain National Park with Duck Mountain 

Provincial Park (shaded grey) over three time intervals; 1957, 1 972, and 

199 1. Forested patches are indicated in black and dl other cover types 

(mostly farmland) are white. The percent coverage of the forest at each 

time interval is indicated (Source: Walker and Kenkel 1997). 
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8) Provide copies of the population trend data to the Department of 

Naturai Resources on an annual basis to aid them in setfing 

trapping limits and seasons and participate in those decisions by 

making recommendations and providing expertise on the RMNP 

lynx population. 

Although it is clearly stated that killing any wildlife in the Park's boundaries is 

unlawful (National Parks Act 1989), trapping has been pennitted in areas surrounding the 

Park. Lynx population trend data f?om RMNP should be shared with provincial 

authorities since the Park is likely an important lynx population source for the region. 

Future trapping regulations and seasons should be discussed with various stakeholders, 

especially the Manitoba Department of Natural Resources. The following are some 

factors to consider when providing input into these discussions. 

Lynx population cycling is intrinsically linked with the snowshoe hare population 

cycle. Therefore, it is essential that managers take the natural hare cycle into 

consideration when setting limits for lynx harvesting (Quinn and Parker 1987). Managers 

must also track the magnitude of hare peaks because hare habitat could be diminished 

beyond the point of being able to sustain a viable lynx population. Another cntical 

element to consider when establishing trapping seasons and limits is that studies @rand 

and Keith 1 979, Parker et al. 1983, Bailey et al. 1986) have indicated that lynx population 

resiiiency is diminished when trapping oc~urs during periods of low lynx density and low 

population recnutment   qui^ and Parker 1987). Often, it is price that dictates the 

arnount of trapping effort, making "even a single lynx capture ... worthwhile for the trapper 

to continue trapping" (Quinn and Parker 1987). For example, in Manitoba, the average 

auction value for lynx in l984-1985 was $700.00 (Manitoba Department of Natural 

Resources records). 

Setting flexible harvest regulations is important for ensuring the sustainable use of 

lynx surrounding RMNP. This may mean sening a no harvest regdation during certain 

years, however, this analysis is beyond the scope of this study. Quinn and Parker (1987) 

suggested that flexible harvest regulations should be based upon a variety of factors 
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including; 1) monitoring indices of trends of total annual lynx harvest; 2) kit numbers in 

the annual harvest; 3) snowshoe hare abundance trends based upon samples of small 

game licence retunis; 4) questionnaires sent out to hunters and trappers (in the 

surrounding municipalities); and 5) reports fiom regional wildlife experts. Using 

information derived fiom RMNP's monitoring program¶ the Park cm supply some of this 

information to Manitoba Natural Resources on an annual basis. The Park currently has 

data on the population cycles of snowshoe hare in the Park fiom the study that occuned 

fiom the late 1970's through mid-80's. It is suggested that continued monitoring of the 

hare population, as well as the data fkorn the lynx monitoring would greatly benefit 

Manitoba Naturai Resources in setting trapping regdations for lynx. A ~ s o ~  the habitat 

assessrnent tool used in this çhidy can assist managers to index lynx and snowshoe hare 

abundance. 

Setting harvest seasons and quotas requires extensive research. Brand and Keith 

(1 979) stated that: 1 )  few, if any kits would be found in the trapping harvest during the 

declining phase of the lynx cycle; 2) that trapping mortality is additive to naturd 

mortality, not compensatory, thus making lynx populations vulnerable to over-trapping 

during the low phase of their population; and 3) by stopping trapping for the first 3-4 

years of the Lynx population decline, economic benefits gained by trappers may bring 

greater returns. Quinn and Parker (1987) stated that lynx are very easy to trap and that 

populations are capable of becoming over-depleted to the point that historic population 

peaks are no longer attainable. In addition, season restrictions should be implemented in 

early winter to avoid trapping femaies who have dependent kittens since there is no 

evidence that kittens of that age will survive being orphaned (Slough and Mowat 1996). 

9) Recommend that the Duck Mountain Provincial Park develop an 

annual monitoring program to compliment the data from RMNP. 

Another source for information about population trends would be fkom Duck 

Mountain Provincial Park, which is probably an additional population source for lynx. 

Therefore, a lynx m o n i t h g  program should be implemented in that Park. It is 

suggested that it follow the same format as the monitoring program in RMNP so that the 
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resdts would be directly comparable and thus more usefd. This information would be 

usefbl for s e t h g  trapping limits, but also to help assess the two subpopulations. 

Although it is unknown at this t h e ,  it can be reasonably assurned that lynx fiom the two 

Parks migrated back and forth when a sufficient travel corridor existed between the Packs. 

There is no doubt that genetic interchange occurred between these areas prior to European 

settlement. It can also be assumed that such migration would be benefzcial to help 

maintain a healthy gene pool of the Iynx population in south-central Manitoba. 

Therefore, a comparable database regarding lynx populations in both areas would d o w  

managers to examine population trends on a larger scale and make educated management 

decisions about lynx. 

10) Ensure that there is stakeholder involvement when monitoring 

lynx population trends and participating in provincial harvest 

management. 

Riding Mountain National Park managers done cannot achieve ecological 

integrity of the RMNP region. They must work in partnerships as illustrated in this 

chapter. For instance, in addition to RMNP, provincial park officials from Duck 

Mountain Provincial Park, Manitoba Naturai Resources, landowners, and Louisiana 

Pacific Forestry Company are examples of the groups needed to help maintain and 

potentially reconstnict the travel habitat that links RMNP to other wildlife sources. Other 

groups such as outfitters, Manitoba schools, Riding Mountain Biosphere Reserve, First 

Nations educational staff, conservation groups, and the Trappes Association need to 

understand the importance of managing trapping semons or trapping limits during times 

of the hare and lynx population decline. Education is the key to cooperation and thus to 

successful management in any regime. Riding Mountain National Park has the forum to 

provide such information through interpretative program or site experts at related 

meetings. It is obvious that RMNP managers already understand the importance of team- 

work and stakeholder involvement by the new approach taken with the Management Plan 

for RMNP (Riding Mouotain National Park Round Table 1 997). 

lnv&ing the public or other interest groups in monitoring the lynx population is 
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another way of obtaining support and interest in Park management. Currently, there is a 

program in place where people are asked to fül out forms when they see an uncornmon 

species in the Park such as wolf, river otter, wolverine, martin, fisher, or lynx. Records of 

these lynx sightings should be continued, collected, and kept with the annual lynx 

tracking report. 

Relatively little is known about the Lynx in RMNP. The home range size and 

distribution of 3 radio-collared lynx f b m  Carbyn and Patriquids (1 983) study and 

historical trapping records for various regions in Manitoba as summarized in Elton and 

Nicholson (1942) c m  be examined. General habitat requirements fiom other shidies can 

also provide information to managers. Lynx habitat availability and associated 

population viability was estimated for RMNP in this study. However, the nurnber of lynx 

that is necessary to ensure long-term sumival in the area is not known. Therefore, 

managers m u t  use the best available knowledge to manage for a viable population of 

lynx in RMNP. 

Adaptive management is a fairly new "buzz word" but in fact, the practice has 

been performed since humans began trying to manage nature. Managing lynx in and 

around RMNP is no exception. Although it is inevitable that M e r  technology and 

research will reved new management plans and techniques, it is recomrnended that 

RMNP's Iynx habitat be managed by providing measures to help maintain, restore, and 

enhance it. Monitoring and documenting al1 information regarding lynx sightings, both 

during the organized tracking survey and informally by people (staff and others) filling 

out the lynx observation forms is encouraged. Also, Park officiais should gather as much 

information about the species as possible. This document has provided some baseline 

data about the lynx of RMNP, as requested by Park managers. Build on this study. 
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Introduction 
I n  1995, concerns over lyns (Felk I'm) popuIritioti viabiiity in the conteminous United 

States prompted several resource groups to petition the speciçs for listing under the Endangered 

Species Act. Since tliat tinie, lyns conservation hm received considerable attention (e-g., Paquet 

alid Hackman 1995, Wasliington Depanment of Natural Resoiirces 1996). To date, lynx have 
not betn listed as federally tlireatened or endangered, however, a formal proposal for listing is 

pending. manafernent concerns persist. and several State Iistinzs (e.g., Washington, CoIorado) 

were approved. Lytis are also listed on Appendis II o f  tlie Convention on International Trade of 

Etidangered Species (CITES) aiid are currently identified as a sensitive species by several U.S. 
Forest Semice regions (Macfarlane 1994). 

Concerns surrounding the effects of land management activities on tyns populations in 
tlie conterrninotts United States necessitated developnlent of a mode1 thzit quantitatively assessed 

these impacts on habitat suitability. Although few data esist on lynx in the western mountains of 
the United States from ~vliich to build habitat models, considerable researcli lias been conducted 
in Canada and Alaska (see review in Koeliler and Aubr). 1994). Lyns data from Canadian and 

Alaskan studies must be applied cautiously to the southern Rock). blountains because of the 

unique features associated with tlie southeni range of Iyns distribution. These unique features of 

the southern Rocky Mountains include: 

> Tlie inherently peninsular and disjunct distribution o f  suitable habitats (Koehler and Aubry 

1994). 

> The lack of drarnaric fluctuations in both lyns and snoivshoe Iiare (Lcplts nnrericamrs) 

populations (Dolbeer and Clark 1975, Sievert and Keith 1955, Koeliler 1990, Koehler and 

Aubry 1994). 

Consistently low hare densities, comparable to Iiare population Iows in Canada and Alaska 

(Koeiiler and Aubry 1994). 

'i. Consistentlj. low lynx densities making the effects o f  fur-hawests on populations in sorne 

areas additive rather tlian compensatov (KoehIer and A u b v  1994). 

3 Hioher human densities coupled ~vith low lynx densities potentially causing both direct (e.g., 

fur Iiawest) and indirect (e-g., !and development causing displacement) anthropogenic 
effects on  population persistence to be o f  greater magnitude, 

> The potential importance of  immigration from the north for short-term population 

persistence (Koehler and Aubry 1994). 



F n i e  range overlaps of l yns, bobcat (Felis rzgir), and coyote (Caris lnrra~rs) (Koeliler and 
A u b q  1994). and the propagation of bobcat and coyote range estensions that typically 

acconipany anthropogenic development. 

The Iiabitat suitability indes (HSI) modeling concept (US. Fisli and \\'ildIife Service 

198 1)  \vas used to develop a Iyns Iiabitat mode1 for the southern Rocky hfouittains. In this 

model, Iiahitat pottntid for a Iyns home range was divided into foraging. denning. and travel 

reqirisites. Tlie Iyns mode1 uses a limiting factor ripproach (a concept founded in ecological 

tlieory) in tliat the niost Iimiting resourîe(s) is assurned to have the greacest impact(s) on the 

populatioti- A preniise of HSI n~odels is tliat limiting factors can be portrayed using 

tnathematical relationsliips ben\-een vegetation structures, spatial metrics, and indices of habitat 

quality (US. Fisli and Wld l i f~  Secicc 1981). Tlieoretically, tliese limiting fiictors can be 

espiessed as an indrs to aniinaI fitness. 

Ovcn-icw 
Critical considerations prior to running tlie lynx model are the resoltition, accuracy, and 

precision of the Isnd clnssification s>.stcm and associated vegerntion anribute information for the 

planriing landscaps, The land classification rnust be capable of cliaracterizing vegetation 

structures and spatial arnngeineiits at a rcsotution conipatiblc ~ 4 t h  Iyns and sno\vshoe hare 

Iiabitat use. Tlie ideal stratification is a stand-based (minimum mapping unit around 2 ha) -. 
ecologica! classification system tliat integntes esisting vegetation conditions and site potentiats 

(e.g.. geolosy, soik). An ecological classification system is recommended to reduce the 

variability in quantifying understory ~eeetation attributes since these attributes are prirnary 

components of the Iyns model, Deviations from tliese baseline recommendations for Iand 

stratification \vil1 reduce tlie robustness and utility of the mode1 output. 

The Iyns model is divided into three components: 1) foraging. 2) deiining, and 3) 

interspersion (Fis. 1). The lynx model \vas specifically dëveloped for the niountainous habitats 

of Washington. Idaho, and Montana, corresponding to the southern estension of lynx range in 

tlie Rocky Mountains, holvever, the model framework may be applied to other regions. In . 
applyin~ tlie mode! to otlier regions, eech input variable must be caiibrated to the biogeoclirnatic 

conditions cliaracrsristic of the region. For esample, mode1 variables tliat index winter browe 

availnbility for sno\vslioe Iiares \vil1 differ across regions depending on average snow depths. 

These 5pes of differences must be accounted for wlien applying this framework to other regions. 

Lynx habitat in tlie western mountains consists primarily of 2 structurally different forest 

types occurring et opposite ends of the forest seral gradient: 1) early successional forest 

structures that conrain higli nurnbers of prey (especially snowshoe Iiare), and 2) Iate-successiona1 

forest stnrctures for denning (Koehler and Aubry 1994). Second-gron-th forests with dense 

understories also mas support abundant hare populations (John Weaver, Northem Rockies 

Consemation Cooperative, Missoula, !dT, pers. comm.). Intermediate seral stages with sparse 

understories sen-e as travel cover, functioning to provide connectivir). between forazing and 

denning patches (Koeliler and Aubq 1994). 



Litenture reviews and consultation with experts on lynx and snowshoe Iiare ecology 
\vert= used to develop the lynx rnodel. The model is not stand-based, but ntlrer. it is dcsigned to 
evaluate habitat quaIity in an area tliat corresponds to tlie allometric Iiome range of lynx (250 ha; 

Roloff and Haufler 1997). Within a 250 ha.nrea. habitat qiiality is espressed on a scale of 0.00- 
1.00, dciioting "poor to good" habitat, respectively. Subseqiiently, Iiabitat units from eacli 

alloinetric home range are aggregnted into viabIe, marginal, or non-viable areas, the size OF 
\vliicli dcpends on habitat qtiality (Roloff and Harifler 1997). 

Forage availability during the wintcr moiitlis nppenrs to bc the most important criterion 

in tlie detmninatioii of Iyns home ranse size and degres of Iiome range overlnp (McCord and 
Cardon 19S2, Irard and Krebs 1985). Lyns popuiations covar). witii snouslioe Iiare numbers 

(Brand et al. 1976, Brand and Keitli 1979, Parker 198 1, Bailey et ai. 1956), and Iyns tend to 

clioose Iinbitats N here liares are most nurnerous (Murray et al. 1994). Although prey switching 
lins bcen dociitiiented in the soutlierii Rocks blountnins, the underlying deterniinant of lynx 

fiuiess appcars to be relatsd to \vinter snorvshoe linre abundance. Thus, the foragins component 

oftlie lyns niodcl is based on winter snorvslioe linre Iiabitat qualiy. Snowshoe hare habitat is 

ûssessed using an HSI niodzl, and the resutp of the liare niodzl are incorporrited into a lynx 

foraging assessnient. 

Habitat Suitnbiliw Modcl for Snowshoe Hare 
Ovcmictv 

Important componeiits of hare habitat Iiave besn reponed'for diffèrent ve~etation types 
and incIuGe dense ~voody vegetation (Adams 1959, Monthey 1986, Koehler 1990. Keitli et al. 

1993). stem diameter of browse (KeitIi 1954), c o n t i n u i ~  of coniferous cover (Brocke 1975), 
habitat interspersion (Keitli et al. 1993). the distance to lowland forest cover (Conroy et al. 

1979), ûiid patch rize (Thomas et al. 1997). The snoivsho; Iiare model is divided inio nvo 

primary components: 1) foraging, and 2) securiv cover (Fig. 1). These components are 

niatfiematically cornbiiied into an ovenll index of\\-inter hare habitat quality at the rnap-poIygon 

and Iiome r a q e  levels. 

N'inter foraging and security cover conditions are assiimed to be Iimiting to hares (Hart 

et al. 1965, Dolbeer 1972. KeitIi and Windberg 1978, Pease et al. 1979, Keith et al. 1981, Boutin 

et  al. 1986, Keith et al. 1993). In this model, summer habitats are not considered a limiting 

factor. To indcs the quality of snowslioe hare habitat, it is assumed that measures of undentory 

cover and speciss composition in different height strata can be itsed [surnrnarized by Ferron and 

Oriellet 1992). In support of tliis assumption, Thomas et  al. (1997) demonstnted significant 
relationships benveen hare population indices and the horizontal and vertical cover of understory 

vegetation. Sinte few snowslioe hare studies have been conducted in the Pacific h'orchwest, the 

vegetation-liare relûtionships depicted in this model w-ere inferred from Thomas et al. (1997). 

Stiidies condusted across North Arnerica were used to supplement Thomas et ale's (1997) work.. 



Snowshoe Hnre Winter Food Comnonent 

N'inter availability of palatable browse is believed to be a Iirniting factor oFsr.o~vsIioe 
Iiare populations (e.g., Windberg and Keitli 1976, Pease et al. 1979, Vaughan and Keith 19S1, 

Sinclair et al. 1985, Sullivan and Sullivaii 1958, O'DonogIiue and Krebs 1992). In tliis model, 

the ainottnt ofwinter bro~vse for snowshoe Iiares is assessed iising tn-O different measures: 1) the 

amount o f  horizontal (or Iatenl) cover, and 2) tlie amount of vertical cover in palatable species. 

Both nieasures are used to represent the "tliickness" of forase for hares. Horizontal and vertical 

cover correlate witli understory stem density (Gysel and L-on 1930, Litvairis et al, 19S5), 

aItlio~tgli tliis relationsliip mas be weak (Thomas et al. 1997). In the southem Rocky Mountains, 

forage for Iiares is quantified in three heiglit stnia; 0- 1. 1-3, and 2-3 ni to account for variations 

in availability as a result of ct!anging sno\v deptlis and the  ability of Iiares to "clip" down 
vegetation froni unreacliable Iieiglits (Keith et al. 1984, Sullivan and Moses 19S6). 

Horizontal cover is mcristrred along tlie geonietric plane tliat corresponds to tlie ground 
(Le., [lie tliickness ifoiie stands and tries to look tliroiigli a vesetation type) whereas vertical 

cover is nieasured nloiig ri geometric plane perpendicular to the ground (Le., the tliickness if one 

looks up). Woody browse constitutes live plant species rliat Iiave been documented as hare food 

sources (Table 1). 

Tlionias et al. (1  997) found that highest brow-se use occurred in vegetation types with 30 
to 40% Iiorizontal cover of live vegetation. Use of vesetarion types for fonginj declined as 

~vqody cover apprortciied ~ 2 0 %  (Ferron and Ouellet 1992, Thomas et al. 1997). These findings 

rouglily correspond to otlier studies tliat found higliest hare use during wihter in vegetation types 

witli 150% lrorizontril cover (Carreker 1985, Parker 19S6). Tlius, optimal Foraging habitat for 

s n o w s l ~ o ~  Iinres in the Rocky Mountains is assumed to be provided by vegetation types with 

35% horizontal cover of live vegetation (Fig. 2). Hare \vinter foraging habitat quality declines 

as horizontal cover decreases, and Iiabitat is unsuitable w-hsn 10% horizontal cover of Iive 

vegetation is provided (Fip. 2).  Horizontal cover for foraging habitat is measured for the 0-1, 1 - 
2, and 2-3 m height stnta. 

Thomas et al. (1997) also associated vertical cover tvitli the intensity ofsnowshoe hare 

browsing. Highest browse levels corresponded to about 80% vertical cover. Browse use 

npproaclied zero as vertical cover declined to about 20%. In this rnodel, vertical cover of live 

vegetation is optimirm at 280% and provides no foraginp habitat at 20% (Fig, 3)- Sirnilar to 

horizontal cover. vertical cover is rneasured across three heiaht strata. 

For both horizontal and vertical coXver relative to  snowshoe Iiare browvsing potential, 

overall habitat quality is assessed independentty for each strata (i.e., an increase in browse in one 

stratum cannot offset a decrease in anotlier straturn). The rationale behind this Iogic is that snow 

levels dictate the heights at which hares car! access bron-se, thus, the different strata cannot 

compensate for eacli otlier (i.e,, if the 1-2 m strata is unavailable, the quality does not matter 

because hares cannot access it). Three HSI scores are calculated from figure 2: 1) horizontal 

covcr 0- 1 m t d i  (HSIl,are,,vint,food,hCO~~,oO1), 2) horizontal cover 1-2 rn taII 



vertical cover 2-j m ta11 (HSI ~are , ,v int ,~ao~,v îov3-) ) .  The equatioii for calculating hnre 

foraging HSt's from horizontal and vertical cover is presented in equations 1 and 2, respectively. 

The foraziiig habitat quality for snowshoe Iiare is based on the arittimetic mean o f  

HSIhnrc,,vint,~oo~,hco~. and HSIhîre,,vint,~oo~,veor (Equation 3). An aritlimetic mean wvas 

selected because some foraging Iiabitat can be provided (Le., the foraging HSI > 0.00) if only 

horizontal or vertical foraging covcr is present. For esampte, densely-stocked woody species 

\vit11 single-stem grow..tli forms that do not Iiave spreading crowns [e.g.. aspen (Popttfirs 
~rc;"iuhicics)] will tend to eshibit suitable Iiorizontal cover during winter months wliereas the 

verticid cover providcd by tliis vegetation community mas be mar_ginol. Using the arithmetic 

relationsliip in Equation 3, horizontal or vertical foragins cover can equal0.00 and the foraging 

HSI can still be >0.00. Both horizontal and vertical foraging cover are weighted equally in the 

winter food component (Equation 3). - 

Snowshoe Hnre  \"inter Seciiritv Cover Comnoncnt 

The presence oFadequate \\.inter security cover has been recognized as the primary 

determinant of  hare habitat quality (Buehler and Keitli 1982, Wolfe et al. 1952, Sievert and Keith 

1985, Rogowitz 1988). In tliis model, cover is defined as any structure (lire or cirad) that 

provide s e c u r i ~ -  for snowshoe hares. \Vinter securit). cover for hares is assessed using three 

measures of structure and composition: 1) tinderstoy vegetacion composition (Severaid 1942, 

devois 1962, Bookhout 1965a,b, Buehler and Keith 1951, Orr and Dodds 1982), 2) horizontal 

cover in t h e  hciglit strata (Brocke 1973, WoIfe et al. 19SZ). and 3) vertical cover in three height 

stnta (Wolff 1980). 



U~tderstory Vegetntiort Conrpositiort 

Siiowslioe hares appear to select habitats based on vegetation structure as opposed to 
spccies composition (Litvaitis et  al. 19S5, Ferron and Ouellet 1992) and tvill use most forest 

cover types if adeqiiate understo~- vegetation esists. Hotvever, some researcliers Iiave 

dernonstrated tliat ve~etnted stands 4 m taIl dominated bj- conifer species provide better habitat 

a s  opposed to stands dominated bg deciduous species (deVos 1962, Btieliler and Keitli 1982, Orr 

aiid Dodds l9SZ blontliey 1986). A subjective evaluation o f  the dominant understory vegetation 

type D m tnll is used to index \vinter cover composition (HSIhare,,vint,cov l omh n e  

f ~ l l o \ ~ i n g  criteria were developed to calsulate ZISIl,nre,,,-intlcol;dom: 

Understoq Cover Dom inancc Classa 

Lkciduous . hiised Cont terous hTone 

HbI=0.30 H51=0. I D  

'~'ised on a subjective evûluation of understory covçr 13 rn taIl. "Deciduous" = >60% understory 
in deciduous species; "Mixed" = 40?$5 DeciduousfConi ferous Cover 560%; "Coni fcrous" = 
>60% undcrstocy in coniferous spccies. I f  no undcrstor'. cover esists, the HS[ dcfaults to 0.00. 

Horirut t frd Secrrrity Co ver 

Brocke (1975) sugpçsted that horizontal cover is the single most important stimulus in 

selecting cover to avoid prodntion. Parker (1986) foirnd that sno\vslioe hare population indices 

weie related to horizontal cover in the 1-2 and 2-3 m Iieight strata. \Vinter Iiorizontal cover 

(HSIlinrc,,vint,cov,hcov) i~icludes both live and dead veoetation and innnimate objects (e.g., 

rocks, root wads). Optimum Iiorizontal cover is assiitued to  be provided at 290%, and horizontal 

cover S40% is dçemed unsuitable winter habitat (Carreker 1985, Ferron and Ouellet 1992)(Fig. 

4). Separate Iiorizontal cover HSI's are calculated for height s tn t a  0-1, 1-2, and 2-3 rn and these 

are s i~bseqi~ent l~ .  combined using an arithmetic mean to produce HSI hîre.,,,5nt,coi.,hcov 

(Equation 4). 

Frerricnl Secrrriry Cover 
Vertical vegetation cover is also considered an important component of lime habitat 

quality (Wolff 1930). Vertical cover is defined as tlic percent cover of live or dead material. 

Agaiii, miiltiple srrata are used to account for variations in cover availability as a result of 

chan=in_e sno\t- depths. Optimal vertical cover occurs at  ~ 9 0 % ,  and vertical cover G O %  

provides iinsiiitablc habitat (HSI h,re,~r.int,eovpco\.)(Fig. 5). Sepnmte vertical cover indices 

are cnlculntcd for height strnta 0-1 (HSI hnr,y,~i , t ,col;~~coY,~O~),  1-2 (HSI 



1inre,\~ir.int,eor,vcov,l-2)* and 2'3 ( hare,~vintcov,veo~-,2-3) and are subsequently 
combined using an aritlimetic mean to produce HSi harel,vint,eov,veov (Equation 5). An 

aritlimetic mean ivas selected because if vertical cover is provided in one stratiim. the vegetation 

type provides functional security cover for at least a portion O F  the wvinter (i-e., until snow covers 

it). Ali vertical cover strata are weiglited equaily in tlie wintrr vertical cover coniponent 

(Eqiiation 5) .  

Urinter security cover for snoivshoe linres (HSI hnre,wint,cor) is computed bg fint 

establisiiing wtiether siiitnble security cover esists (as the arithmetic rnean of HSI 

iiarc,~vint,cov,hcot-. and HSI ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ v i ~ t , ~ ~ v , ~ ~ ~ ~ v ) ( E q i i a t i o n  6). Subseqiiently, the arithmttic 
iiiean from the cover calculation is geometricaIly combined wvitli the understory composition 

coinponent (HSIhare,~vint,cov,~On~)(Eq~ati~n 6). This matliernatical relationship \vil1 cause 

HSIji.lrc,\vint,cov to score as unsuitable if appropriate cover conditions are not provided. 

CalcuIntina the Snowshoe Hnrc Winter HSI 

Winter habitat conditions are assumed to limit snoyshoe hare populations, and thus, 

wvinter HSI values drive the final HSt calculation. Winter habitat components (forage and cover) 

are integrated into one habitat value iising a geometric mean. If tlie \\-inter KSI for one Iiabitat 

cornponent equals 0.00, the final HSI equals 0.00 (Le., siiitable forage and cover must be present 

to provide hare habitat). Equation 7 is used to calculate the snorvshoe hare winter HSI 

Cnlculnting the Lynx Forage Componcnt 

The indes HS111ar4,vjnt provides a map-polygon level assessrnent of snowvshoe hare 

Iiabitat quality. The next step in the modeling process for lynx is to relate the polpgon-Ievel 

depiction of Iiare habitat qirality to the allometric home range of lynx (250 ha). It is assurned 

that for each allornteric home area to support lynx, some minimum lwel  of foraging habita: (i.e.= 



snorvslioe hare Iiabitat) is required. Tliese habitats must themselves be of suficient quality to 

support consistent and abundant nurnbers of snowshoe Iiares- Applying tlie rnetliodology of 

Roloff and Haufler (1997)- home range functionality tliresholds w-ere established for snowslioe 

Iiares based on an evaliiation of liare studies. 

Sirnilar to relationsliips dcmoiistrated for otlier ~vildlife species, die honie range of 

La~oiiiorplis appears neçatively associated with Iiabitat quality (Boutin 198-1, Hulbsrt et al. 

1996)- I t is assumed tliac Iiares will esliibic srnallest home ranges \\-lien habitat conditions are 

optiniuni and tliat hnres Iiave largest honie nnges or become nornadic in unsuitable liabitats (see 

Roloff and HailFier 1997). Altliough fen* Iiome nnge studics Iiave quantified Iiabitat quality and 

estiiiiates of  aniiual Iiome range sizes for Iiares are iincommon, esising Iiterature and allomstric 

tlieory xvere used to estimate [!orne range functionality tliresholds far snowshoe hares (Roloff and 

Haufler 1997). 

The smallest documented home range for snondioe hares is 1.4 ha for fernales (mid- 

suninier to fnll)(Fcrron and Ouellet 1992). Ferron and Ouellet's (1 991) estimate is srnaller than 

ttir allometric home range for snowslioe hares (4.5 lia, assuming an average mass of 1,400 g 

(Boiitin et al. 1986) and iising the eqtiation for primaq- consumers from Harestad and Bunnsll 

19791, biit ilote tlint Ferron and Ouellet (1992) did not estimate an annual range. Studies 

conductcd over longer time periods have demonstrated Iarser home ranges. For esampie, 
- Dolbeer and Clark (1975) estimated a home range of 8.1 ha using mark-recapture techniques 

froiy mid-April to early September in Colorado. SimiIarly, Sievert and Keith (1985) 

docunientsd annual Iionie ranges > I O  lia in Wisconsin- h'either of  these studies occurred in what 

would be coiisidcred optimum liabitat conditions (Dolbeer and Clark 1975, Sievert and Keitli 

1985)- tlius, for an annual cstimate of snowslioe hare home range in optimal habitat, the 

allonietric scalç (4.5 ha) seems to be a reasonable minimum area threshold (Fig 6). 

Tlie masimum documented home ranse (excluding nomadic individuals) is 16 lin 

(Belirend 1961). Beiirend's (1962) study occiirred at the southern edge of snoivslioe hare range 

in presomably fragmented and tlius siib-optimal habitat (Sievert and Keith 1985). Sievert and 

Keitii ( 1  935). xvorkins in fragmented Iiabitats in N'isconsin, also docurnented home nnges >10 

lia in size. Based on assumptions between Iiome nnge size and espected productivit). (see Fis. 
6), tliis model assumes tliat liares eshibiting home ranges of 16 ha or Iarger are not contributing 

to the viability o f  tlie population (see Roloffand Haufler 1997). 

Habitat quality thresiiolds (Roloff and Haufier 1997) were inferred by cornparing home 

range size to Iiare prodiictivity under the assumption that larger home ranges correspond to lower 

qiiality Iiabitats 2nd tlius loiver productivitg (Fig. 6). The maxiliium annuai productivity of 

snowslioe hares (1 S young/female) has been recorded from the center of their geographic range 

(Le., central Albens) in wliat many assume to be an ar ta  of higti quality habitats (Ca5 and Keith 

1979). This mode1 assumes that maximum reproductive outpiit corresponds to optimum habitot 

conditions, t h  habitat quality scores scale IinearIy \vith reprodtictiïe output, and that the 

niaxirnuin documented Iiorne range corresponds to habitat qualits in which a female only 



replaces herself anniially (Le., 2 offspring per F a r  assuming a 50-50 ses  ratio)(Fig. 6). Using 

documented productivity rates and estimates of home a n g e  area, a viability relationship was 

estabiistied for snotvslioe Iiare (Fis. 6). 

A 4.5 lia (corrcspondinç to tlie allometric iionie r a q e  of tiares) area-kveiglited HSI is 
calculatcd from the polygon-level assessment of sno\vslioe Iiare liabitat quality. A nioving 

\r-irido\v approacli is iised to generare a Iiabitat contour map of snowshoe hare lirtbitat potencial 

tliat dtpicts Iiorue-range-level Iiabitat quality (Roloff'and Haufler 1998). Using tlie viability 

relatioiisliip developed for snowlioe Iiares (Fig. 6) and the home-range-level output from the 

sriowslios Iirire niodtl. the forase potential o f  eacli Iyiis Iiome range is scort'd according to the 

nirmber o f  viable, marginal. and non-viable Iiare nnges  it encompasses (Fig. 7). Hare home 

ranges above the viability tlirestiold (0.60 HSI, Fig. 6) count double tow-ards the Iionie nnge tally 

\vliereas marginal home ranges (between 0.25 and 0.60 HSI, Fig. 6) counc one eacli. Non-viable 

Itomc ranges d o  not contribute towards die forage score. It is estirnated that Iyns require aboyt 

600 g of food/da>- (or a Iiare ever). 2 days) to siibsist during winter (Bnnd et al. 1976). 

Assuiiiiiig tliat clic \vinter seasoii starts in Noveinber and esteiids tliroiigli April (about 180 days). 

tliis n-oiild imply that 90 hares tvould support a lyns t l irou~li  winter. Thus, 90 Iiare home ranges 

in a Iyiis Iiotiie range \vas considered optirnuni (Fig. 7). The resulting HSI score froni tallying 

liare Iiome ranges aiid applying the sum to figure 7 is the foraging score for tfie 250 lia lyns 

lionie range. 

Lynx Denning Cornponent 
Delineation of potential lyns denning Iiabitat is a 3-pliasc process~l)  identify vegetation 

typcs tliat provide vegetative structure and size deemed suitable for denning, I l )  identify 

vegetatioii types that are properly arnnged \vitliin a Iiome range area, aiid II I )  identify vegetation 

types tliat provide suitabie dennins micro-sites (Fig. 1). Components o f  suitable lyns dennino 

habitat incltidr: 1 )  vegetation cover type, 2) mesic site coiditions, 3) canopy clostire, 4) the area 

o f  tlie vegetation v p e ,  4) justaposition and interspersion, and 5) tlie amount and arrangement of 

downed woody debris. These stand- and site-based components are integrated into a single 

estimate o f  denning habitat quality (HSI Irnx,den) for the home mnge area. Management for 

deniiiiij Iiabitat should also empliasize minimizing hriman disturbance. 

PHASE 1: Vcgetntion cover type, site potcntinl, canopy closure, and  the area of the 

vegetntion typc 

Potential denning sites are initially delineated by vegetation cover type and site 

conditions. Vegstation types classified as forested with an average diameter o f  36 cm providing 

2 3.72 n&a o f  basal area on mesic sites satisfj- denning requirernents in the soutliern Rocky 

hlountains. Lj-ns are presunied to use mature subalpine fir (Abies Znsiocnrpa), spruce (Picea 
engelt~io~znii), Iodgepole pine (Pirrtrs conrorm), and mised conifer cover for denning in 

Wasliinpton (Brinell ct al. 1989). Pfiase 1 stands mirst also have ~50% canopy closure (where 

"canopy" is defined as trees >5 ni in heiglit) and be a minimum of 2 lia in size. AIso, rock 

creviccs, caves, and overlianging bank may be used for denning sites (Hoover and WiIlis 1987). 



Tliese types of den sites ~ / I C Z /  ftctr.e cicnrot~sr~'ctted their suitability aç lynx denning habitat in the 

p.ut are evaluated using tlie criteria outlined in Phase II. 

PHASE II: Juxtaposition and Intcrspcrsion 

Deiitiing sites (the 2 lia patcli. rocks, crevices, o r  banks) mrist be in close proximity to 
forage cover (Koefiler and Brittell 1990). At lsast 50% of the perimecer o f  2 lia patclies 

ideiitifted as potentiril deniiiiig sites in '-Pliase 1" niust be adjacent to some foriii of"suitab1e lynx 

Iiabitat" (Le.. liabirat identified as deniiing. foraçiiig. o r  travel). Also, 30% of  the land witliin 0.8 

kni of the poteririal dsnning sites must bc iii suitable summer fomging habitat. Suirable summer 

fonging Iiabitat is brised on the habitat potstitial score calcirlated for tlie 0-1 ni vertical cover 
riieasurernent in the snowslioe Iiare niodsl. 

Snotvslioc Iiares forage on a variety of Iierbaceoiis vegetation during tlie spring and 
suninier niontlis (U'olff 197s). and tliuï, liare forage is iiot limitiiis. I r  is assuined, however, tliat 
snotvslioe tiares arc more vrilnerable to predritioti in opcri areas (Adams 1959, Dolbeer and Clark 

1975, Sievert and Keitli 1985). alid iliur. vcgstation cover for security is the limiting factor 
dririnp spring and summcr. Sno\r.slioe hare sccurity cover can be estirnnted based on the amoiint 

of cover (botli live and dead) 0-1 m tall. The HSI for siirnrner cover (HSI hare+um,co,.) is 

derived from a nieasure of vertical cover provided by all objects within the 0-1 in heiglit strata. 

Optiniiini siiiiimer cover for Iiares esists in stands providing 260% verticai cover, and sumrner 
cover habitat quality is 0.00 ~vtien _<>,O% vertical cover esists (Fig. 8). 

. RIap polygons witli a srrittrrrer forage HSI value >0.10 satisfy the forage requirements. A 

iiiap polygoii tnay provide botli suitable forage and denning. in wliicli case the denning area is 

coiintcd totvards the 30% fonging. If these criteria are  satisfied, the map polygon is a potential 

denning site and an assessrnent of donned woody debris is performed. blap polygons not 
identified as potential dennins habitat througli the first 2-pliases are assizned a 

HSIluils-den,stand \-"lue of 0.00. Thesc sites are not evaluated for Phase III nttributes. Also, 

dennins structures can be constructed in association \vit11 sites that satisfy tlis Phase I and II 
criteria. 

PHASE III: Dend and Downed Woody Debris 

Dead and dotvned woody debris include l o g ,  stumps, and iipturned root masses 

(Koeliler 1990. Koehler and Brittell 1990). Potential lynx dens generally coiisist of inter-tangled 
woody material tvitli interstitial spaces large enougIi to  provide lynx corer. Lynx dens have been 

described as Iiat-ing a Iiigh density (40 pieces per 50 m) of downed tvoody debris that were 

verticalfy striictured 0.3-1.2 m above the ground (Brinel1 et al. 1989, Koeliler 1990). These types 

of striicturcs are ofien dependent on micro-site characteristics (e.g., areas siisceptible to wind 

tlirow; drainages) and are often tincommon across entire forest stands, thus, it \vas deemed 

iinpractical to systernatical~y sample this attribute w-ithin a stand and base tlie estimate on a mean 

value. As an alternative approach, ~valk-through inventories of stands identified as potentinl 

denning Iiabitar shoufd be conducted to ensure micro-sites exist. Walk-tlirough inventories 

conducted in nc'rrheast Washington revealed that a high percentage of stands ( ~ 7 0 % )  contained 



suitable micro-sites (Brian Gilbert, Wildlife Biologist, Pluni Creek Timber Company, Spokane, 

\VA, pers. comm.). 

il'itliin lynx home nnges, multiple denning sites are important. Females may move 

kittens to bctter fomging areas or to avoid distirrbance (Koeliler and Brinell 1990). In low 

qiiality Iiabitat, the inability of fenialcs to move kittens may increase kitreii rnortafity (Koehlrr 

aiid A u b q  1994). Assiirning tliat the majority of denning stands contain suitab1e micro-sites 

(verified by ~valk-througli inventories), the quantity and spatial estent of deniiing stands is used 

to indes dennirig habicat qualit).. An optinial Iioine nrige is assumed to contain a mosaic of 

vegetatioii types tliat include foragins and denning habitat (Koehler and A ~ b q  1994). In the 

Iyns Iiabitat rnodel, the denning score in a home range is based on tlie average distance in a home 

range to dt.niiin_o sires. TIie \.+riable HSIlvnx,drrn is calculated on the preniise tliat rnulciple, 

iiitsrspersed deiining sites in a honie range is of better liabitat quafi& than a home range 

containitig few, blocked sites. To assess eacli home range areri, a 100s100 m grid of points is 

overlaid aiid tlis average nearest distance to a suitable denning site from al1 points is  calculated. 

Optimiini derininp liabitat is provided \r.iieii the average distance to denning sites is 400 rn and 

dciiiiing liabitat is deemecl unsuitable if averase distance is 1,750 ni (Fig 9). Under these 

paraineters. optirnuni conditions rouglily correspond to a deiining sire every 16 lin- 

Lyns Interspersion Component 
; The interspersion component is drsigned to address the "travel corridor" needs of iyns 

(Wasliingon Dep~nriient o f  Wildlife 1993). Lyns travel tlirougli and on a variety of vegetation 

cover types and tandscape featirres including thinned and un-thinned forested stands, 

regenetrition, open rneadows (5 100 rn in ~vidtli). ridges just above timberline, roads, and forsst 

traiis (Taylor and Sliaiv 1937, Parker 198 1, Brittell et al. 1989, Koeliler 1990). This modrl 

assumes lynx \vil1 traverse most cover vpes escept open or sparsell--stocked stands >LOO m in 

ividtli. The interspersion coniponent of this mode1 uses a 2 step process: 1) identiv areas of 

"non-lyiis" cover. and 2) indes tlie amount and spatial distribution of "non-lyns" habirat in the 

home range. %on-lyns" habitat is defined as map polygons (or portions of rnap polygons) with 

a suniiner foraging or dennin~  HSI of 0.00 that are: 

a) permanent "openings" >9 l rn in \vidtli (e.g.. meadoivs), 

b) rnap polygons with perennial vegetation e- rn ta11 and >9 1 rn in widcli, and 

c) inap polygons witli <72 t r eesh  having a 3-3 m underston. providing -40% visual 

obstritction. 

I I  is important to note tliat sorne map polygons may be split during tiiis process, (i.e., a 

portion OF the poli-gon is >9 1 nl in widih and tlie otlier portion is (9  1 m in widtli). These 

portions need to be segregated during the analysis to reduce assessrnent error. Suitable travel 

cover is sribscquently delineated as rnap polygons not identified as forage, denning, o r  "non- 

lynx" liabitai, 



n i e  interspersion index (FIS1 lynx,inter) is b sed  on the average nearest distance rvithin 

a Iiome range to "non-lyns" polygons. A systematic grid (1 00 x 100 m) is used to estimate tlie 

average distance to "iion-Iyns" polxgons (Fig. 10). The HSI Iunx,inter is blised on the prernise 

tliat a lotver average distance to "non-lynx" polygoiis equntes to a more incenpersed 

configuration of Iiabitats. aiid tlius. to a greater probnbility of lyns encounterinj travei barriers 

(Fig. 1 1). TIle 100 s 100 rn grid corresponds to the masiinuni hypotlietical distance lyns \vil1 

traverse witIiout sufficisnt cover. Mode1 simulations conducted on =S.000 lia's in potsntial lvns 

Iiabitat in northeast U'asiiington demonstraced tliat tlie size of the samplt grid had negligibk 

impact on the average nearest distance to "iioii-Iyns" Iiabitats (Table 2). Of more iniportance is 

the relatioiisliip dspicced in figure I 1 .  Lyns will traverse long distances to fulfill thcir life 

reqiiisitzs- For esampk, Brand et al. (1976) and Nellis and Keitii (1968) found that Iyns tra-eled 

8.8 km Iiuntiiig during ticire population lows aiid 4.7 km rvlien Iiares ivere plentifut. Parker et al. 

( 1  9S3)  calculated diiilg cruising distances oF6.5-S.8 km in \vinter and 7.3- 10.1 kin during 

suninier in Nova Scotia. Koehler (1990) docun~ented fsmales forazins 6-7 km from tlieir den 

sites. Tlie Iiabitat mode1 for lyns pendizes Irindscapes tliat restrict tliese rnoveinents- Figure 1 1 

attempts to qiiantify the effects of barriers to movemenc on habitat qualit'- (i.e., how ofien can 

Iyns encounter movement barriers \vitlioiit detncting from Iiabitat qiiality?). A low average 

ricarest distance to "non-lyns" habitat in a home range (i-e., the cliances of encountering a "non- 
' Iynst* polygon are Iiigh) cquatss to a poor habitat qualiv rating (Fig. 1 1). As witli al1 of the 

relationstiips depicted in tliis rnodcl, the distances in figure 1 1 are believed to be consemative 

approxiiiiatioiis and sliould be refined with empirical data. 

Computation of Overall Lynx HSI 
Tlie 3 primar). components of the lynx habitat model; forazing (HSII,,x,fo,d). denning 

(HSIlynx,den). and interspersion (HSI are combined into one index value (HSI 
. - 

depicting overall Iiabirat suitability for lynx iii the 750 ha area. Al1 components of the Iyns 

model are iveighted equally and deemed critical for a functional home range, therefore, a 
geometric mean \vas used to represent the final HSl {Equation 8). The geometric mean causes 

the final WSI to equal0.00 if any of the components equal 0.00. These 250 lia areas can be 

sribsequently aggregated into Iionie ranges of differing functiona1it)- and used for resource 

planning and modehg  (Roloffand Haufler 1997). 
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Figure 2. Relationship bcween horizontal cover 
of bro\vse and HSï score for the 0-1, 
t -2, and 2-3 m height stnta. Line 
equation between 10 and 35% is 
).=O. 04~-O. 4. 

Figure 3. Relationship behveen vertical cover . of brou-se and HSI score for the 0- 1, 
1-2, and 2-3 ni height strata. Line 
equation behveen 20 and 80% is 
y=O.O1666.r-0.337. 

Figure 4. Relationship between horizontal security 
cover and HSI score for the 0-1, 
1-2, and 2-3 m height strata Line 
equarion behveen 40 and 90% is 
p=O. 02-r-0.8. 
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Figure 5. Relationsliip behveen horizontal cover 
of browse and HS[ score for the 0-1, 
1-2, and 2-3 rn  height strata. Line 
eqtiation bçhveen 40 and 90% is 
).=o. 02.r-O.S. 
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"Annual productivity assumed to be 2 in tIiat fernales are only replacing themselves. 
bHome range presented as >IO ha in Iiterature. Here assumed as I 1 ha. 
'Inferred home range size based on allometric theory. 

Figure 6. Viability relationship for snowshoe hares developed for the lynx habitat model. 
Viability threshold was estabkhed at 12 young/year (0.60 score). The 
rnargind threshold was established a t  5 youn&ear (0.25 score). 



Lyns Fonging HSI Score 

Figure 7. Relationship behveen the nurnber of 
snotvshoe hare home nnges in a lyns 
allometric home range and the lyns 
fom_oins HSI score. Line equation 
behveen O and 90 home ranges is 
y = o m  lx. 

' Figure 8. Relationship behveen summer security 
col-er and HSI score for the 0-1 m height '. 
strata. Liiie equation between 20 and 
60% is y=O.O25-r-O.5. 
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Figure 9. Relationship behveen the averqe distance 
to suitable denning sites in a 250 ha lynx 
home range and HSI score. Line equation 
behveen 400 and 1,750 rn is y=-0.00074Ix 
+1.1964. 
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Figure 10. Calculating the average distance to non-lynx Iiab irar usirig a 100 x 100 
rn saniple prid. Distniice from encli grid intersection to the nearest non- 
lyns Iiabitat is measured. 

Figure 1 1 .  Relztionsliip behveen the average 
discznce to "non-lynx" habitat in a 250 
lia Iyns home range and HSI score. Line 
cqustion bebveeri 300 and 1500 rn i j  
).=O. 0005333~-O. 25. 
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Appcndk C - Guidelines for monitoring lynx populations and habitat use in Riding Mountain Nationai Park 

GUIDELINES FOR MONITORING LYNX POPULATIONS AND 

HABITAT USE IN RIDING MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK 

The step in developing any monitoring program is to assign one person or 

group the responsibility of over-seeing the project. This person should be responsible for 

initiating and coordinating the monitoring program by distributhg the data sheets (found 

at the end of Appendix C )  and instnictions, ensuring the return of the data, making 

arrangements to monitor any uncovered areas, analyzing the data, and ensuring the 

integrity of the data. 

The rnonths of Februay and March are conducive to snow-tracking lynx in 

RMNP. Young lynx tend to stay with their mother throughout their first winter until they 

are about 9-10 months of age (Carbyn and Patriquin 1983, Bailey et al. 1986, Koehler 

1990, Parker et al. 1983, Slough and Mowat 1996). They disperse at the onset of the 

breeding season (Quinn and Parker 1987) which occurs at the end of March to the 

beginning of April of each year (McCord and Cardoza 1982, Quinn and Parker 1987, 

Slough and Mowat 1996). Tracking in February increases the likelihood that groups of 

tracks are fkom females with kittens, rather than some other combination of individuals. 

Parker et al. (1983) stated that groups of three or four tracks typically are a female with 

kittens. Two tracks together may be two yearlings, or perhaps, during the breeding 

season, a male and female. It was also noted that during periods of abundant hare, single 

lynx tracks are often those of yearlings, however, during a hare low, single tracks are 

more likely an adult. It has also been reported that two females occasionally travel 

together with their kittens although lynx are typically known as solitary (Koehler and 

Aubry 1994). Additionally, by late wùiter, it is difficult if not impossible to distinguish 

adult i rach fkom young-of-year tracks. Thus, for Febmary and early March track 

sunreys, groups of tracks are most likely to be that of a femde with kittens fiom the 

previous summer. Another advantage to tracking in Febmary is that tracking conditions 

are typically good in RMNP. At this time, there is sunicient snow to use snow-machines 

in othenvise inaccessible areas and the temperature is cool enough to ensure tracks have 

not melted out. Tracking during this t h e  period also reduces costs and personnel hours 
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since this time period also corresponds to the annual wolf monitoring program. It is 

recommended that the tracking period be conducted fiom February 15 to March 15 of 

each year. 

Guidelines for snow-tracking in RMNP suggest that tracking should begin 

approximately 48 hours after a fiesh snowfall (S telfox 1976). This time period provides 

for enough time for lynx movement but not too much time lapse for the tracks to become 

obscured by other animals or by tracking over fiom the same lynx. It is recommended 

that tracking be performed as close to this t h e  interval as possible. Ideally, the data 

shodd be gathered within 3-10 days following a snowfall (Stephenson 1986). Koehler 

(1 990) suggested that monitoring lynx population trends should include snow-tracking 

more than three times per winter to account for variations in snow and lighting conditions 

and experience of personnel. This suggestion is recornmended. 

During the Lynx tracking survey of 1 997-1 998 and 1999, the majonty of the Park 

wardens assisted in collecting track information. This method appeared to work weil, 

allowing personnel with detailed knowledge of their district to travel areas unfmdiar to 

others. As such, a large data set was developed. Additionaly, more area could be 

covered in a shorter period of time. Observer bias is one disadvantage of using several 

trackers, however, by providing clear and detailed instructions, a detailed data sheet, 

knowledge of  track appearance, and stressing the importance of accurate information, the 

probability of  error or oversight of important information can be minimized. 

The routes established in the preliminary monitoring program are mapped in 

Figure 3 -6. These routes were traversed over a 4-month period. The tracking routes 

followed in the 1 999 tracking season (February 1 5-March 1 5) shodd form the basis of the 

annual monitoring route protocol since the time frame is the sarne as what is 

recommended for future monitoring. These routes can be found in Figure C. 1. In order 

to ensure consistency in data collection, the same routes should be traveIled on an annual 

basis. It is very important to ensure that data fiom only one trip down a route is used in 

the analysis to ensure a discrete data set. In other words, if two observers travel one @ail 

during the survey, or if one observers traverses one t r d  more than once, ody use the data 

fiom the first observation in the analysis. Information gathered from the other observer is 
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usefûl as supplemental information, but cannot be used for the monitoring calculations. 

Al1 lynx tracks are to be recorded using a Geographical Position System (GPS) 

using the map daturn NAD 83. Ensure that ail lynx track crossings are counted provided 

that they can not be v isudy connected to one another (O'Donoghue et al. 1997). If a lynx 

follows the trail, count it as only one animal. 

Once al1 the data have been collected and retumed, the analysis begins by plotting 

al1 the data points (i.e., lynx tracks) ont0 the lynx home-range-level HSI map. Since the 

same trails will be traversed each year, and the time frame will be the same (one month), 

then the number of tracks found per tracking period will be directly comparable each 

year. Trends in the lynx population should become apparent on a direct cornparison 

basis. 

Quinn and Parker (1987) stated that lynx populations nse and fa11 approximately 

one year behind the snowshoe hare. Therefore, Lynx population trends c m  be estirnated 

by observing the population trends of hare. This observation will only give the observer 

an index, not density, but it will allow the observer to estimate the status of the lynx 

population relative to the nahiral population cycle. 

The annual monitoring program should be conducted for a minimum of ten years 

or until a complete lynx population cycle has occurred. This t h e  period will provide a 

baseline index of the RMNP lynx population at d l  stages of the population cycle. Each 

year, the statistical tests (G-test and Bonferonni z) performed in chapter 3 of this shidy 

should be re-nin to ver@ the performance of the HSI model. The ten years correspond to 

the full lynx population cycle documented in the literature. Ten years shouid also provide 

sufficient testing of the habitat model to determine its full usefulness over a range of lynx 

population levels. 

Habitat modelling is used to estimate population trends. As such, if Roloff s 

(1998) model appears to work well (i.e., a significant difference is found in habitat use 

versus availability each year as predicted by the model) after the ten-year period, then 

managers could reIy more heavily on the model to estimate the status of lynx populations 

within RMNP. After the ten-year penod, the monitoring program should continue on a 

tri-annual basis as a penodic check of the model. During these monitoring years, the 
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same tracking routes established &om this study should be foltowed to ensure 

consistency . 
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LYNX lRACK COUNT DATA SHEET FOR THE 
RlDlNG MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK ANNUAL LYNX SURVEY 

OBSERVER NAME 

DATE 

WEATHER CONDITIONS 

TEMPEUTURE 

DATE OF LAST SNOWFALL 

EXACT DESCRIPTION OF 

Yom ROUTE TAKEN 

TODAY 

COMMENTS 

# OF 
ADULT 

TRACKS 

sun 

1 

#OF 
KITTEN 
TRACKS 

cIoud 

ESTIMATED 
TRACK 

AGE (DAYS) 

m k d  snow 

UTM 
NORTHING 

UTM 
EAS'IING 

NAD27, 
83, OR 
OTHER 




